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2Abstract
This thesis examines a controversial case of neighborhood revitali-
zation, the Milton Park project in Montreal, Quebec, where a conflict
over tenure has arisen: a minority of residents within a community of
2,000 inhabitants, want to buy their houses, against the principles of
collective and non-profit ownership set by the non-profit corporation
managing the revitalization process. As a result of the alliance of a
community group's activism, an influential family and a Federal agency's
political sensitivity, a new tenure has been extended to a six block
neighborhood in a downtown area. Housing cooperatives and non-profit
groups eligible for substantial Federal subsidies, are to be established
among former tenants of a corporate absentee landlord, thus reverting
the control of this major piece of urban property to its low and
moderate income residents.
The thesis analyzes the series of events which led to the success
of the third sector (private, non-profit groups) in fighting disrepair
and displacement; the internal struggles over housing ownership and their
exposure in the media; then analyses one by one the objectives of
revitalization as set by this case and their relationship to different
tenure options and to the existing community.
In looking at this case, the implications of tenure choice through
ideology and public policy are contrasted with the challenges of
preserving existing mixed communities and defining the criteria by which
they should achieve self-control.
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A. INTRODUCTION
This thesis analyzes a case of neighborhood revitalization in a North
American city. As remaining inner city housing stocks have become valuable
resources for which increasing numbers of households are competing, strat-
egies to appropriate them for their least advantaged residents are being
sought and fought for by community groups with the help of different
levels of governments and non-profit entities. This case is an outstand-
ing example of such an effort. It is a unique case in many ways: its
scale and duration of operation: six city blocks to be renovated in three
years; its single ownership by an absentee landlord for the past fifteen
years; and its sponsorship by the federal government to revert it back
to the exclusive control of third sector groups: non-profit housing coop-
eratives and non-profit organizations.
Yet it also carries with it the familiar dilemmas confronting revit-
alization efforts: the power struggles needed to mobilize the necessary
resources from outside the community; the choice of and concentrated use
of social housing programs and the tenure types they dictate; the dis-
placement issue and how to deal with it; the revitalization goals set
forth by the main actors and the appropriateness of means taken to achieve
them; emerging competing interests among existing residents; and conse-
quently the need to define, build and maintain the "community" to which
control of the neighborhood is to be given and in the name of which
it is being revitalized.
The thesis is divided into two parts: the case and its analysis.
In the first part, the thesis examines the site itself, its population
and history, and the particular series of events and actors who came in-
to being and shaped the projects' policy; in particular, how did the con-
flict over housing ownership arise, how was it fought and resolved; and
how was the revitalization process planned.
In the second part, the structure and goals of the non-profit group-
managing the revitalization process are described; then each objective:
physical and social preservation, collective and non-profit ownership,
and community control, is analyzed with respect to its meaning and im-
plications within the project; in particular, how would different hous-
ing tenure options support these objectives.
Throughout the analysis, the thesis considers these questions:
1) Given the conditions of the case, was more than one housing
tenure possible, and why? How was the decision taken and for what rea-
sons?
2) Is the control, by the community, of the neighborhood's terri-
tory and social life on the one hand and collective capital on the other;
dependant on the concentration of units and public programs?
3) Given the structure of this process, its main actors (both in-
dividuals and groups) and goals, how is the revitalization of this neigh-
borhood to be evaluated? Is it going to work? Under what conditions?
Drawing from the case and its analysis, the conclusions answer these
questions and establish the basis for comparison with other revitaliza-
8tion efforts.
In asking these questions, I wish to address the more general issues
of tenure choice: its implications on housing markets, the policy deci-
sions built into the programs and the repercussions on community devel-
opment.
It is hoped that the study of this case, which illustrates a process
of increasing relevance to urban policy makers, will contribute to the
understanding of neighborhood revitalization, by those and for those it
is undertaken.
BACKGROUND
The Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) was estab-
lished in 1946, to administer the Canadian National Housing Act (NHA).
It is responsible to the Prime Minister through the Minister of Urban
Affairs, but as a crown corporation, enjoys more autonomy than a Federal
department.
Working through provinces and municipalities or directly with in-
dividuals, it has followed a general policy shift within the last ten
years,.of increasing its social housing programs, divesting more respon-
sibilities to provinces and local initiatives and encouraging lending
institutions to invest in social programs by ensuring loans rather than
lending directly.
Building cooperatives existed throughout Canada as early as between
the two wars. These were set up by potential homeowners, who would pool
their financial and management resources together, acted as their own
general contractor, and divided the capital among themselves once the
houses were built. This formula has been especially popular in Nova
Scotia.
Continuous occupancy cooperatives, where members lease their unit
from the jointly owned property, were first built in Manitoba in 1968.
The type of CMHC loans available to both kinds of cooperatives were the
same as were available to builders.
In 1968, the NHA legislation was amended to give non-profit housing
cooperatives access to special term loans, reserved for limited divi-
dend programs. Only continuous occupancy cooperatives can qualify as
non-profit, since they are defined by the restriction that the capital
cannot be divided among individual members.
In 1973, the NHA combined rehabilitation subsidies with coopera-
tive programs by providing a special interest mortgage for non-profit
cooperatives. These spurred the real beginning of continuous occupancy
non-profit housing cooperatives, especially in Quebec which took great
advantage of the renovation subsidy: 40% of the country's rehabilita-
tion subsidies are abscrbedby Quebec, where the housing stock is the
oldest.
Non-profit groups gained access to preferential funding in 1969.
Largely derived from church organizations and social work oriented
groups, they provided a substantial amount of elderly housing units, half
of which were built in Quebec. Over the past decade, the non-profit
sector has increasingly included grass root community groups developing
housing by themselves.
The Quebec Housing Corporation, or Soci6td d'Habitation du Qudbec
(SHQ) was founded in 1967 with the help of CMHC's Quebec regional office.
From the beginning it was characterized by two traits: it enjoyed
considerable independance from Federal control as compared to other pro-
vincial offices, thanks to a Master Agreement which provided bulk fund-
ing for public housing; and it was committed to favoring low-income
housing as an instrument of social policy, as opposed to using the housing
building industry as an anti-cyclical economic lever.
Cooperatives have existed in great numbers in various sectors
of Quebec's economy. Three million citizens in that province (60% of
the francophones)are members of at least one cooperative. The housing
sector was the latest to develop. In 1968, a provincial Fe'deration des
Cooperatives d'Habitation was created to promote housing production in
the non-profit new construction sector. Their program Coop-Habitat pro-
duced over 1,300 units in two years; as a result of early financial
difficulties and a lack of economic planning to establish cohesive co-
operatives, the Federation went bankrupt and its lending institutions
foreclosed on the properties.
The top-down planning approach had failed. As a result of the
favorable Federal policy adopted in 1973, small scale non-profit coopera-
tives then developed locally across Quebec, from tenants' organizations.
This movement was greatly encouraged by the SHQ, who provided the coop-
eratives with free technical assistance by funding groups of professionals
working in the non-profit sector, the Groupes de Ressources Techniques
(GRT); and imitating the Federal model, making available to them rehab-
ilitation subsidies, capital subsidies and start-up grants. All housing
cooperatives in Quebec, totallngapproximately 1,000 units, are non-profit,
have fewer than 30 units, were organized from the base up by low
and moderate income households, and are conceived as an alternative to
the rental market.
In reaction to a housing task force report (Rapport Legault, 1976)
which investigated different forms of cooperatives and recommended the
use of capitalization or indemnity at departure (to even out the
discrepancy, over the long run, between coops and the private market,
which would penalize the departing member), the cooperatives already
formed presented a common front. The provincial Federation of coops
adopted in March 1977 a manifest which strongly reiterated its partic-
ular orientation: housing as a right, without profits; accumulation of
a collective capital, no individual capitalization; forming of a housing
cooperative movement to provide moderate cost housing, promote egalitar-
ian social relationships and education of coop members.
In May 1979, a policy position paper was presented to the Quebec
government , outlining an investment strategy for the movement, to
develop cooperatives.
At present, a resurgence of a centralized cooperative agency, along
the lines of Coop-Habitat, is threatening the grass root low-income move-
ment: the Socist4 de Developpement Cooperatif (SDC), funded by well est-
ablished cooperative banks, has bought from CNHC a thousand of the 5,600
foreclosed units built in the sixties through the limited dividend pro-
grams. (The majority of the others reverting to the SHQ.) Since its
primary goal is to recapture Quebec capital, the SDC is seen as a com-
petitor, in the third sector, to advocates of the small scale, bottom-
"Pour une politique d'habitation cooperative au Quebec. Mimoire du Re-
groupement des cooperatives du Quebec. May 1979.
up approach.
The housing market in Montreal has the lowest values among major
cities of Canada: an identical house worth $95,000 in Montreal is sold
at $156,000 in Edmonton (Royal Trust Real Estate report, 1980). This
situation reflects both a slower economic growth, as compared to the in-
dustrialized province of Ontario, or the booming oil-rich provinces of
the west, and a political climate of uncertainty which has discouraged
investment. In addition, 75% of Montreal's housing stock was built be-
fore 1921, mostly as workers' housing. The prevailing duplex and triplex
structures have maintained a rental tenure of unusually high proportion:
85% of Montreal's residents are tenants; 93%, in downtown neighborhoods,
where absentee investors are concentrated. In all, 650 landlords own
180,000 units. This proportion of renters has increased from 81% over
the past decade.
The case under study is sponsored by the Canadian Housing and mort-
gage Corporation, and is located in Montreal, Quebec.
In the beginning of May, 1980, I received a note from a friend in
Montreal from whom I had asked for some information. Attached to the
papers was a slip covered in exuberant lettering: "We won! The CMHC
changed the program: we got existing rents + 7%!"
The friend had been a founding member of one of the eight housing
cooperatives formed in the Milton Park area. This is a six-block resi-
dential neighborhood in downtown Montreal, which is about to undergo
extensive renovation. Nearly a year earlier, the properties had been
purchased from a single owner by the Canada Mortgage and Housing Cor-
poration (CMHC) on contract with a non-profit organization called
Socidt4 du Patrimoine Urbain de Montreal (SPUM) committed to establish-
ing independant housing cooperatives and other non-profit corporations,
managing the renovation of the properties.
The cry of victory was the conclusion to a long series of negocia-
tions between SPUM and CMHC on how to establish rent scales after re-
novations. SPUM and the cooperatives wanted to maintain the same rent
levels in order not to displace existing tenants, most of which are
low-income. CMHC argued that the rents had been kept artificially low
over the twenty years of freeze under conditions of minimum maintenance,
and that the new rents after renovation should be established according
to the low end of the market in comparable housing -- as was the pro-
vision then in the cooperative housing program -- taking into account
the amenities of the location. This would have entailed rent increases
of an average of 44%.
The argument was directly countergrain to the main objective of SPUM,
which was to allow existing residents to stay in their neighborhood. In-
deed, the whole idea of setting up cooperatives in the first place was
to fight speculation and displacement, which had distroyed a third of
the neighborhood ten years back.
CMHC agreed to modify its national cooperative housing program for
tenants buying buildings in which they live: where there exists a differ-
ence between existing rents and the lower end of the market, they would
accept an initial rent scale based on the former, established on a case-
to-case basis. For the Milton Park project, once all federal subsidies
and rent supplements were computed, the monthly payments due amounted to
an average- rent increase of 7%.
This was a major victory for the 225 active members already formed
into cooperatives and non-profit corporations. Renovation work was
scheduled to begin in August and they could now announce to the whole
neighborhood the exact rent scales after renovation.
At the same time, this was to be something of a defeat for another
group in the neighborhood, the Maisons St. Louis, who from the start,
before SPUM was set up with the help of their support, had wanted to
explore tenure types other than rental cooperative: individual and co-
ownership, on a non-profit basis They had maintained that the renova-
tion costs needed for most of their own houses were much less than what
had been calculated as the average for the whole project; both a re-
flection of better buildings and of a different conception of "neces-
sary" renovations.
This is not the major issue in the conflict opposing SPUM and MSL,
who above all resent the uniqueideological orientation which residents
have either to acquire or else leave the neighborhood; but specific
rent increases of 50% and 60% due to SPUM's intervention, had been used
as ammunition in the renovations' argument battle. SPUM and the coops
could now reply with a winning magic number: 7%.
B. CASE
I. Milton Park
1) LOCATION AND SURROUNDINGS
Montreal's downtown, spread around a cluster of skyscrapers, lies in
between a mountain and a river, on an island. The port facilities and
Old Montreal are seperated from the core by an East-West expressway, be-
yond which three major streets run parallel to the St. Laurence RiverJ:
Dorchester, St. Catherine and Sherbrooke, the latter running almost the
length of the island. At the foot of Mount Royal and into its southern
slope was built McGill University, early in the 19th century, with its
main entrance on Sherbroole. To the east and west of McGill, then at the
edge of the city, were developed, throughout the 19th and at the begin-
ning of this century, residential neighborhoods of greystone single fam-
ily rowhouses (map #1).
The Milton Park neighborhood is one such piece of residential devel-
opment, and is contained within six city blocks, three blocks east of
McGill and one block north of Sherbrooke (map 12). It is delimited by
1. For the sake of simple descriptions I will assume that the St.
Laurence River runs east-west, and all streets perpendicular to
it run north-south. In actuality, the orientation of Park Avenue
is west-north-west and east-south-east.
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short streets running east-west and long streets running north-south,
feeding perpendicularly into the main commercial streets downtown.
These are, from north to south, Pine Avenue, beyond which lies the
Mount Royal Park, Prince-Arthur Street and Milton Street. From west to
east, Hutchinson Street, Park Avenue, Jeanne-Mance Street and St. Famille
Street. Practically all addresses of houses are on long streets (map
#3).
Excluding the multi-use high rise complex of La Cite, towering in
the middle of the neighborhood at Milton St. and Park Ave., the Milton
Park project consists of 138 two and three stoiey buildings, containing
728 housing units, of which 224 are single rooms. A little over 2,100
people live on this territory of 8.1 acres, and the built area being
approximately 575,000 sq. ft., the floor/area ratio is 1.64, a high
residential density.
There are three churches, Presbytarian, Evangelical and Catholic,
two elementary schools, a social services center and 23 commercial units,
not all of which are rented.
Towards Sherbrooke, along Park Avenue, Greek shoemakers advertize
handmade boots and sandals; one Portuguese caf6 is famous for its san-
gria and two Spanish restaurants cater to the nearby downtown wallets.
A hardware store selling wholesale carpets, the Henri Richard Tavern
(named after a famous hockey player), and a low budget grocery store,
evidence a local working class population.
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Within the project area a pizza restaurant named Pines Tavern stands
as a monument to established ancienty; there are small convenience stores,
a friendly corner souvlaki place, and the SPUM offices next to a hair
salon. The Catholic church's basement offers an abundant fare of bingo
nights and community meetings. The houses are unequal in their archi-
tectural quality and in their need of repair but all attest to a glorious
past and form unique street continuities. It is always a source of fas-
cination, staring out the window on the- bus, going up Jeanne-Mance or
coming down Park, to watch the fast moving sequences of rowhouses and
trees springing up from the sidewalk. The stone facades have withstood
time and neglect better than the ginger-bread exterior woodwork: the
turrets, parapets, gables, balconies, windows and stairs.
People sit on the stoops or at their windows in good weather. During
the winter, you wonder how the tall vibrating window panes keep out the
wind and cold. There are children here and there but not as many as in
other nearby quarters where the street is a playground/living room and
steps to each door become seats to watch outdoor plays on long summer
evenings.
But the most salient feature is the striking contrast between these
houses and La Cite. From all the way up the park, and from any north
facing office space downtown you can see it: a 26 storey, round corner-
ed, black smoked glass office tower soars up from the ground at Park
and Pine; three 30 storey pink concrete block apartment clusters sit
around Park and Milton, with terraced-topped stepped back roofs, and
recreational facilities; the fourth corner is occupied by a 500 room
Ax.onometric view of Milton Park
hotel, with a drop-off entry for buses, cars and taxis. The complex
sits on two levels of an underground shopping promenade and a 1,000 car
parking. The shops on the ground level are not all rented and colored
paper fills the triangular window boxes which were to be displays. The
project was costly to build, is costly to manage and the rents conse-
quently charged are prohibitive. There are approximately two hundred
vacant units out of 1,400, and most of the commercial space in the pro-
menade is colorfully and tastefully boarded-up.
The neighborhood is an extension of the "student ghetto", the resi-
dential blocks immediately adjacent to McGill University. Three other
teaching institutions are within proximity: Concordia University to the
west; the Universiti du Quebec a Montrgal and the CEGEP du Vieux Montre'al
to the east. Its population since the war has been a mixture of students,
low-income families, elderly and university professionals.
Many factors contribute to make it an attractive and convenient place
to live. Its location, next to McGill, between downtown (its workplaces,
restaurants, entertainment) and the luscious Park Mont Royal; its proxim-
ity to St-Laurent Street (spine of the immigration corridor from south
to north), where imported produce and ethnic foods are found in small
shops next to meat, fish and vegetable markets; the presence of hospitals
and schools; despite the city traffic, the quietness of the yards and
back lanes where occasional trees are huge; the handsome, stately archi-
tecture of its greystones, the intricate floor plans of its narroweendless
apartments; and its generous supply of cheap single rooms.
Prince Arthur Street, between St-Laurent and Laval, has always been
an attraction for tourists and students alike, with its artisans' shops,
Hungarian, Greek and Vietnamese restaurants, used clothes stores, antique
dealers and brightly colored houses. More recently, it has experienced
an upsurge of commercial revitalization: expensive restaurants, fancy
bars, chic boutiques and the butcher block/hanging plants syndrome, are
all clearly catering to a new market, a higher income bracket of homeown-
ers and tenants, a wave of rehabilitation around the Carre St-Louis.
Milton Park has been spared gentrification, particularly because of
its single ownership situation; but sidewalk cafe's and Belgian patisseries
are creeping up Park Avenue from Sherbrooke, and new small-paned wooden
windows are appearing on facades of houses all around the neighborhood's
edges . . .
On University Street, three blocks west of the project area, Montreal's
first professional residential rehabilitations stand as a testimony of a
successful investment. When an architectural firm first conceived of re-
novating a row of victorian greystones seven years ago, banks wouldn't
lend the money, because of the most improbable idea that a luxury rental
market could exist in an inner city neighborhood, east of McGill Univer-
sity. Units were rented out before renovations were completed, the vacancy
rate has been 0% ever since, the project was given an architectural
award, and the venture serves as a model for banks' now great interest
in "neighborhoods' residential heritage".
The downtown neighborhoods, on the whole, span an area which exhibits
the contrasts and extremes of the city: from the high rise luxury
apartment building housing towers on C6te-des-Neiges, built as part of the
city's redevelopment spur in the sixties, the secluded townhouses and
stately homes west of McGill, through the student ghetto, to the Greek and
Portuguese immigrant quarters along St-Laurent to the northern edge of
Mont-Royal Avenue, and to the French Canadian strongholds and low-income
areas towards the east.
2) POPULATION
Downtown neighborhoods have experienced a loss of a third of their
population since the mid-sixties;
among them, Milton Park has been
declining at a lesser rate, loosing
more children and keeping more
elderly than adjacent areas. Its
population comprises a high number
of single people, living alone or
in households of unrelated
persons. Of the family households,
2/3 are childless couples. Of
the families with children, almost
a third are single parent house- Private daycare on Jeanne-Mance
holds. Of the 250 Milton Park
area families in 1976, 75 were
single parent.
Fig. 1 - Distribution of households in the Milton Park area.
(Census Tracts 131-132) 1976.
3/4 singles
Total
Milton Park
Population 2/3 childless
1/4 family
households 2/3 two parents
1/3 with children
"-1/3 single
parent
Source: Statistics Canada
A third of the downtown neighborhoods' residents are young adults
of 20 to 35 years old. Within the Milton Park area, this proportion
rises to 46% or nearly half the population. When we combine this with
education levels, the character of the Milton Park neighborhood as a
student ghetto is clearly confirmed. The number of people with less than
a Grade 9 education steadily decreases, from the city at large as we
narrow in on the Milton Park project, and the number of university ed-
ucated people inversely increases to make up half the population. In
1976, 15% of Milton Park's residents over 15 years old were full time
students.
Milton Park sits on the edge of the Greek and Portuguese territory
and as such has a number of residents from these recent immigration
groups, in addition to older groups of Poles and Hungarians. French
speaking Haitians are also relatively recent.
Fig. 2: Young Adult Population and Education Level, 1976, Milton Park
Project Area. Downtown Neighborhoods and City of Montreal.
Milton Park
Project
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Source: Statistics Canada
Mother tongues break into three thirds: French, English and
"other;" with most people being at least bilingual.
In sumary, the proximity of English and French teaching
institutions, and the attraction of downtown quarters for a young and
mobile population, brings to the neighborhood an intellectual community
of various origins including: American, English, French, Belgian and
western Canadian. They mix in with indigenous working class families
and low-income households, who are either Montrealers or foreign born
immigrants mainly from Greece and Portugal. As such, Milton Park
represents a highly concentrated microcosm of Montreal's many ethnic
groups and income mix.
Ste-Famille Street looking- north towards the Chapel of
the H8tel-Dieu Hospital
3) HISTORY
The first street to be opened in the neighborhood was Ste-Famille,
in 1867. It was laid down the middle of what was then an estate belong-
ing to the Sisters of the Ho6tel-Dieu, as a processional way to their
chapel. Jeanne-Mance Street was opened three years later, and Park Avenue
was traced as the major access to the Mount Royal park.
Residential development started in 1874, on Ste-Famille Street,
which quickly lined up with single family houses. The construction of
these buildings was of high quality, with their facades of greystone care-
fully detailed. The architectural style then in vogue, and quite charac-
teristic of Montreal, was the Victorian Picturesque (1870-1900), an out-
wardly ornate expression of a socially upward moving ppper middle class. 1
Residential development of the neighborhood continued till the end
of the 19th century, increasingly with three and four storey duplexes
and early apartment houses.
Until the late thirties, a bourgeois population of businessmen,
merchants and professionals, inhabited the area, for periods of up to
ten years, moving up from more modest origins in the St-Laurent ward,
to eventually the wealthy suburbs, west and northwest.
1The Back Bay and South End in Boston were developed at the same time,
with similar characteristics.
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The area was transformed after the war. Increased automobile con-
sumption, redevelopment opportunities from an economic boom, and an "era
of progress" mentality, opened the door to large scale planning: through
city expressways, a subway network, concentrated investments in downtown
construction of hotel and office space and massive demolitions in the
paths of least resistance. When the Dorchester Boulevard was widened in
1955, and shortly thereafter, Place Marie Ville was designed by I.M. Pei
and built by William Zeckendorf, the whole downtown area underwent a
major redevelopment spree.
The neighborhood-was first transformed by' the construction of the Park-
Pine interchange, designed to ease circulation in and out of a growing
downtown. Pressure from the student population of nearby McGill Univer-
sity and from land speculation in an area so close to a booming downtown
resulted in the gradual subdivision of many of the structures into room-
ing houses. In some cases, subdivision was the only solution available
to owners who wanted to keep the family property and were faced with in-
creaed taxes from rising land values.
In others, this was the occasion for letting the buildings go:
on adjoining streets, further down towards Sherbrooke, properties were
sold to developers who put up ten to fifteen storey apartment buildings
on narrow lots, sandwiched between three storey houses.
Thus was the Milton Park neighborhood in the early sixties, inhab-
ited by a mixed population of longterm residents, elderly, low income
families, students, and university related professionals. The average
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income was 73% of the city's average, while the average rent was 97%.
The idea in good currency at that time, for those in position and
power to shape the city, was urban renewal. "Slum clearance", "obsol-
escence" and "redevelopment" were part of ever planner's, developer's
and city administrator's vocabulary.
At a conference in 1963, entitled "Montreal living up to its island",
Lucien Saulnier, president of the Executive Committee of the city, summed
up the ambitions and hopes of City Hall. 1
"Montreal today is already not the Montreal of yesterday, and will
probably bear but a vague resemblance to the Montreal of tomorrow.
We are in the process, during this decade, of erecting a totally
new city, the aspect of which will easily overshadow anything that's
been happening since the Second World War.
We can say that since 1930, Montreal has been able to keep its
title of metropolis of Canada and of grand North American city:
at the end of this decade, it will have gained its recognition
as one of the great cities of the world. It is at least permit-
ted to predict it with realism, and doing so, we see unfolding
before us the innumerable tasks imposed on us by destiny."
1Text of address transcribed in the monthly papers of "Le Parti civique
au travail", published between 1961 and 1967, as related by Jean Roy in:
"Montrgal, ville d'avenir", Montreal, 1978.
II. Struggles: 1962-1979
1) CONCORDIA AND PROTEST
In 1962, Concordia Estates Ltd., an American development corporation
associated with the Winnipeg based Great West Life Co., began buying
property in the Milton Park neighborhood. Using different names for
different deeds of sale, its goal was the assembly of 25 acres of down-
town land to "urban renew" it into a high rise housing development with
hotel, retail and office space. Concordia Estates had previously been
involved in Montreal, by building the city's first multi-modal joint devel-
opment project, Place Bonaventure: a hotel and shopping promenade, train
station and subway, using air rights over an expressway and rail line.
They had also built the Park-Pine interchange.
The area had lost 17% of its population in the previous five years
and was in a state of disinvestment because of downtown development and
land speculation. Landlords were selling, at good price, for what they
had been waiting for: redevelopment. Owners occupying their buildings,
who might have wanted to stay in the neighborhood, were told it wouldn't
be the same neighborhood anyway.
Concordia presented the city with a first plan in 1964, where most
of the projected area was to be built up with 50 storey structures; in
1968, another plan was submitted and the city used its urban renewal
legislation to acquire lanes and streets.
During that time, residents in the neighborhood started meeting on
an informal basis to learn what was happening and discuss ways of dealing
with it. The proportion of rental tenure downtown was then, as it is
today, of 93%. Tenants had no direct line of communication either with
Concordia, who was becoming the new, single landlord, or with the city.
An active core of people existed within the neighborhood, largely
comprised of McGill University students and friends, or others attracted
to the area because of the low rents, downtown location and old houses:
they were the 18 to 30 year olds, mobile, articulate, dissatisfied and
energetic. This was the late sixties; protest and advocacy were the natur-
al reactions to an impenatrable decision-making process. They were see-
ing what direction the city's development was taking and were determined
to fight it. Excluded from the planning process, they would respond by
opposing evictions, demolitions, and most of all, speculation. They took
up the issue of the neighborhood, its long-term residents, its income,
language and social mix, and their right to stay.
When Concordia hired new architects for the plan's second version,
camps were set up and sides taken. The Milton Park Citizen's Committee
(MPCC) was founded in August, 1968. Over time, it set up a number of
community services: a medical clinic, a food coop, an arts and crafts
workshop, a neighborhood newspaper, a day-care center.
By 1969, Concordia owned 97% of the properties between Pine, Hutch-
inson, Ste-Famille and Milton. Their project was officially announced to
the press in May: it was to be called "La Cite"; consist mostly of high-
rise apartment buildings, with office and retail space and a hotel;
it was to cost $200 million and be built in three phases of three years
each, starting in 1970.
The following year, the MPCC formed a non-profit group - for which
the provincial government took eight months to deliver the incorporation
papers - to try to buy the properties from Concordia and sell them back
to the tenants under a provincial cooperative program. To this end, they
filed an additional request with the provincial government for a cooperative
charter. At that time, the Committee had 320 members and the support
of 90% of the residents of Milton Park.1 With the help of McGill's
school of Architecture, they set up the Community Design Workshop and
produced plans for rehabilitating the entire neighborhood, increasing
its density with infill housing, using the lanes and vacant lots for
community uses and keeping the rents cheap enough for the residents to
stay.
In March 1970, an article in La Patrie , 2summed up the situation.
Demolition for Phase I of La Cite was scheduled to start in the spring,
'Lucia Kowaluk, "Le fruit de dix ans de luttes populaires." Le Devoir,
October 2, 1979.
2
"Les deloge's du Parc Milton attendront les bulldozers, assis dans leur
salon." La Patrie, March 8, 1970.
including both sides of Prince Arthur from Ste-Famille to Hutchinson. "A
group of intractable tenants are resisting to the end." Their leases were
to be up in May, after the announced date of clearing, and although most
other tenants had vacated Prince Arthur, those who did not want to leave
said they would have to be dragged out by force. They met with the MPCC,
students from McGill and representatives of the Company of Young Canad-
ians, a national social work organization, every Tuesday at 3553 St-Urbain
Street. The MPCC was negociating with the Socidte' d'Habitation du Que-
bec for a $300,000 loan to buy some of the properties and the Montreal
Council of Social Agencies had already committed itself to advance some
money. The SHQ prudently warned that any amount of money mentioned was
premature, since the 1970-71 budget was not finalized. But the general
climate in the community was one of agressive confidence. War was de-
clared and the media was describing the unequal sides.
A total of 472 tenants were evicted from 255 housing units, to
make way for Phase I. Approximately half were to be relocated within
the neighborhood. Out of the 255 households, according to Concordia,
251 had received compensation of three months' rent. Edmond Bantley,
Concordia's Public Relations man, describes the company's position:
"It's the first time in North America that a private enterprise
treats its tenants so well. They should be happy to leave
their roaches, bedbugs and all the vermin that live in these
neighborhoods. We are owners of 97% of the buildings, we have
issued the demolition notice, there's nothing they can do against
us. The buildings we are putting up in this neighborhood follow
the latest urban planning techniques. Between you and I, the
Milton Park Committee is composed of hippies and revolutionaries,
of the Young Canadiays type. They want to play their games, we
just let them play."
1
"Les dilogis du Parc Milton attendront les bulldozers, assis dans leur
salon." (Milton Park tenants to be displaced will wait for the bull-
dozers in their living rooms, ' La Patrie, March 8, 1970.
Demolition did not, in fact, start that spring. There had been
problems in securing interim financing for the project. A postponed
construction served a secondatypurpose: letting the steam off, and
allowing the media interest to wear out. In February, 1971, Milton Park
was denied its coop charter by the provincial government on the grounds
that the by-laws it had drafted for itself were not precise enough.1
By the end of 1971, Concordia started boarding up houses. Milton
Park residents continued their resistance. Hunger strikes, marches and
other protests culminated in a direct confrontation on May 23, 1972.
Milton Park residents and supporters occupied houses on Prince-Arthur,
tore up the boards and lined up.the window sills with flower pots to
show that the neighborhood was alive and waiting for the wrecker's ball.
When the sit-in spread to Concordia's offices at Park Street, the police
force was called in. Anti-riot squads had been kept busy all throughout
Montreal during the "October crisis" of 1970, and were all well trained.
Fifty-nine protesters were arrested. They had the public support of
many groups in Montreal, among them the major unions at the national
(CSN) and provincial (FTQ) levels. Their trial lasted a whole month
that fall and they were finally acquitted in February, 1973. But this
first round Milton Park had lost. 272 housing units were demolished,
over 1,000 tenants eventually displaced. In addition to those already
1The provincial program Coop-Habitat had been set up three years earlier
as an effort to increase production of new housing units. Administered
by a central Federation, it was unlikely to either invest in rehabilita-
tion, or to divest its authority to a community group.
evicted, existing tenants in remaining properties moved out, under the
conviction that their turn would come eventually. For an extra year,
Concordia did not renew leases, in anticipation of a Phase II yet to be
planned.
At the end of July, 1972, when demolition was completed, Concordia
Estates rearranged their financial and corporate structure. La Citg
Concordia controlled only the new project, while a new company, Paxmil,
was given control over the remaining residential area. Concordia nego-
ciated a $25 million mortgage, with five year terms and adjustable in-
terest rate, with the Ford Foundation, secured by the Paxmil property
and an interest in La Cite.
La Cite from
Mont-Royal
Park, with
of f ice tower
in fore-
ground, 4,
housing in
background.
2) HERITAGE MONTREAL AND COALITION
In 1973, construction of La Cite began, three years late. Financing
was provided by Heitman Financial Services, the First National Bank of
Chicago, the Bank of Montreal and the Post Office Superannuation Fund of
the United Kingdom. After such an excruciating experience to get Phase
I off the ground, the probability of realizing Phases II and III was
slowly beginning to fade away. In renegociating tenancies, as a means
of precaution, Paxmil nonetheless incorporated a "promise to evict"
clause in all leases for units which might get demolished at some unde-
termined date. While maintenance was at a rock bottom low, rents were
increased.
Over the course of these ten years, the city had shifted positions.
In the beginning, it later maintained, it was unaware of the land assem-
bly process, because of the different names used in the transactions.
When it was presented with Concordia's first plan, the city supported
it as a major achievement and a contribution to the whole of Montreal's
restructuring. Although certain elements within the planning department
expressed doubt about the social impact of such a large-scale enterprise,
other departments, and the mayor, pointed out that these would be offset
by the immense fiscal benefits accruying to the city at large. When La
Cite was announced publicly, it was hailed by the city as an outstanding
example of private urban renewal, of architecural and planning quality.
More residents would enjoy the location, park and view, instead of the
few who happened to be there, in aging, decrepit structures.
When the wind started to turn, and citizen activism not only spread
but gained support in the process from respectable and political groups,
the city pointed out the very private nature of the project, and how
powerless any public body was in face of a corporate developer of the
status of Concordia. When the anti-demolition wave hit the media, the
city accused its very constricting charter which forced them to grant
automatic permission within ten days of an owner's request for demoli-
tion of his property, and concluded that, regrettably, there was nothing
they could do to stop the inevitable.
It took six years of public debate and preservationists' lobbying
to amend the city's charter and allow it not to grant automatic demoli-
tion permits.
As were the late sixties, the early seventies in Quebec were char-
acterized by an unprecedented blossoming of protest movements, citizens'
groups, popular fronts and local community activity. Pressure groups
tended to address city-wide issues, predominantly its physical develop-
ment and its political representation. Grass root organizations focussed
on the delivery of services for local constituants in specific terri-
tories. For the first time, opposite ends of the social spectrum formed
a coalition: well-to-do citizens, who were extremely concerned about
the deterioration of their city, and grass root movements' representatives
who acted out of survival instinct.
Milton Park and Pointe-St-Charles (a turn of the century working
class neighborhood where chronic unemployment, disinvestment and religious
social work were at their highest city rates) were such grass root organ-
izations. In the latter, legal and architectural clinics had been set
up amid a network of social service agencies. The Centre de Dsveloppement
pour le Logement Communautaire (CDLC) grew out of Pointe-St-Charles.
A dominating city-wide pressure group was Save Montreal, a crisis
oriented volunteer coalition of groups drawn together to bring attention
to the saving of buildings - historic at first, whole neighborhoods even-
tually - that were being systematically eliminated. Green Spaces had a
similar compostition of members, focussing more on environmental issues.
Meanwhile, Montreal Citizens' Movement (MCH) was founded as a municipal
political party opposed to the mayor's Civic Party. Save Montreal would
document urban issues which would then be used as political platforms
for the MCM: the two worked well in tandem.
The demolitions had done more to crystalize public opinion against
redevelopment than years of activism and protest by local groups. Save
Montreal and MCM gave their public support to the NPCC and to groups
fighting demolition. Networks were also tight among advocacy agencies.
As a cocktail party of architects and activists, Save Montreal was
the great catalyst for establishing social networks. This is where, as.
early as 1973, Lucia Kowaluk met Phyllis Lambert. An American social
worker, Lucia Kowaluk had come early to Milton Park. From the
beginning, she established herself as a strong, convinced activist, whose
concern for the neighborhood and for its low-income inhabitants fenced
off any outside intimidation, especially from developers. Aggressive
and perseverant, she had visions for the whole neighborhood which not
many dared to share - at first. Originally married to an architect, she
is now married to Dimitri Roussopoulos, chidf editor of the Black Rose,
a publishing house for social and political literature, left of moderate
socialist. He has lived in the neighborhood since 1962.
Phyllis Lambert is of the Bronfman family, the Jewish dynasty
which, after setting up the Seagram Co., has also diversified into land
development accross Canada and in the U.S. With the family network come
contacts with developers, access to money and patronage of the national
Liberal Party. As an architect, she was always in love with Montreal's
greystone architecture and was determined to bring attention and pro-
tection to it. As a hyperactive, vocal and sincere woman, she commands
respect and admiration from very different audiences, from corporate
lawyers to architectural historians: her level of energy and dedica-
tion is unmatched.
After having been the driving force behind Save Montreal, Phyllis
Lambert founded Heritage Montreal, in 1975, as a non-profit corporation
with a 15 member board of directors, with a double purpose:
(1) "promoting and encouraging the preservation of the his-
toric, architectural, natural and cultural heritage
of communities in Quebec", and;
(2) "receiving and maintaining funds, and applying all or
part of the income for charitable purposes by grants
to organizations, corporations, groups and persons
having objectives similar to those of the Foundation."
A number of historical buildings and properties were saved from demoli-
tion by Heritage Montreal supporting local groups fighting to preserve
them. Save Montreal was one such organization. It published a news-
paper, "SOS", and organized architectural tours of sections of Montreal
not covered by the tourist guides. Public opinion was also kept well
informed, thanks to Heritage Montreal.
Partly as a result of years and preparation, partly as the outcome
of increased lobbying by the MCM as well as from Save Montreal, in June,
1976, the city voted a new residential zoning for the whole Milton Park
area: not only was any new construction not to exceed three storeys high,
but no demolition was allowed. Already in jeopardy, because of finan-
cial difficulties, Phases II and III of La Cite were definately killed.
Meanwhile, Phase I was still under construction: the drilling and
dynamiting had shaken the foundations of the surrounding houses, which
continued to deteriorate, and now the noise, sand and dust from the con-
struction site had not ceased in three years. The traffic had been re-
routed through J-eanne-Mance, since Park was closed, and trucks and buses
were part of the familiar scene.
One of the busiest bus routes of the city, Park Ave No. 80 (called
the "spicy route" because it lead to all the immigrant quarters to the
north), passed through the site, on Park Ave. northward and Durocher
southward, coming from or going to the Place-des-Arts subway station.
One summer day during the 4:30 p.m. rush hour, the packed bus came to an
unexpected halt at Jeanne-Mance and Prince-Arthur: picnic tables, check-
ered tablecloths, kids eating their after school snack, adults reading
the newspaper and drinking beer, were spread out across the width of the
street. A hand-made billboard against city scaffoldings read: "Jeanne-
Mance Street closed. Detour this way." The bus driver grumbled and
turned, while riders asked what was happening. The Jeanne-Mance Street
Committee had blocked the way, they learned, illegally, to protest the
city's refusal to accept their traffic rerouting proposal, the Grayson
Report. When the same thing happened the next night, and the night after
that, more and more people learned about the street committees and their
effort to protect and maintain their neighborhood as a viable place to
live. Some disapprovingly nodded their heads. Some cheered them along
the way. Shortly after, Jeanne-Mance, Ste-Famille and Durocher also form-
ed Street Committees. They distributed their own newsletters, financed
by Heritage Montreal.
In February, 1977, the Street Committees went to see Paxmil, about
traffic problems again, and learned that the landlord might be interested
in selling. They contacted Norman Neremberg of Concordia Estates, about
buying certain houses and setting them up as cooperatives. The reply
was: "Make us a serious offer."
La Cite was finally completed and opened in mid 1977. Although
the northbound traffic would still go up Jeanne-Mance, since Park had
been made into a southbound one-way street, at least the construction
was over and there might be hope for the neighborhood yet . . .
Taking the initiative and digging up once again the cooperative
project, Lucia Kowaluk submitted to Phyllis Lambert the idea of doing
a complete study of one of Paxmil's blocks, bordered by Jeanne-Mance,
Pine, Ste-Famille and Prince-Arthur. The study would explore the pos-
sibility of rehabilitating it and transforming it into a housing coop-
erative. Heritage Montreal sponsored the study, co-authored by Lucia
Kowaluk and James McGregor of the CDLC, which provided the technical
expertise on cooperatives. Hopes were high.
On February 13, 1978, a neighborhood meeting was held, in French,
to present the one-block feasibility study. Ten days later, a second
assembly was held, in English, at which Elmer Facteau, a resident of
the block for two years, was present. At that point in time, other res-
idents were supportive of the "Paxmil File", as the project was called,
and came to meetings to keep informed of its progress. All throughout
winter, the study continued, trying to pull together a purchase offer, a
cooperative housing formula and funding from CMHC. On March 14, the
Paxmil File, a purchase offer, was sent to Paxmil, to CMHC and to the
SHQ. Paxmil refused to sell.
Simultaneously, also through Heritage Montreal, a private anonymous
entity, "Company X", had been set up and tried to negociate an agreement
with Paxmil to buy the entire property. This also failed and met with a
refusal in August. Undefeated, the Street Committees continued to dis-
tribute their bulletin from door to door, repeating their faith in gain-
ing control of the neighborhood and in setting up cooperative housing.
In November, the MPCC learned that a Montreal group headed by Harry
Mendelson had bought the shares of the Paxmil Corporation, including
primarily the Milton Park properties, for the price of $4.5 million.1 His
intention was to resell properties individually and he started by investing
$40,000 in renovating a house on Park Ave. This was what people feared
most: the parcelling out of the neighborhood and its return to the
private speculative market.
At the same time, some started thinking about co-ownership. The
complex nature of the Federal, provincial and municipal housing finance
programs had seemed somewhat discouraging in the block study, especially
since some of these (Federal) were to be applied for the first time and
others (provincial) were about to be changed. Now that the new owner was
prepared to sell, these residents found it worthwhile to investigate
other sources of funding.
In January, 1979, a meeting was held at Lucia Kowaluk's house, to
inform people of the Mendelson transaction and to devise a strategy to
cope with this new threat. There were ten people present. For the
first time, Elmer Fecteau mentioned the idea of private ownership.
Immediately suspicions were formed about his intentions, although five
other residents rallied to this new idea. A week later, another meeting
was held, with 30 people present. According to Lucia Kowaluk, everyone
but one other person was opposed to Elmer Fecteau's proposal. According
to Elmer Facteau, people interested in buying privately asked him to
inquire about that possibility. At this time the Maisons St-Louis (MSL)
was formed: a tenants association seeking a non-profit corporation
I/In fact property title was never transferred from Paxmil to Mendelson.
charter, with Elmer Fecteau as its president.
Maisons St-Louis proceeded to study a seperate purchase offer, for
all the properties, through a financial institution in Vancouver, for
which Elmer Fecteau's brother worked. Their real estate analysts gave
them the assurance that the idea was feasible, and were prepared to in-
sure a mortgage.
Meanwhile, communications between Lucia Kowaluk and Phyllis Lam-
bert had intensified. Heritage Montreal's goal was to protect the urban
environment and the idea of renovating a whole neighborhdod was building
up as an extraordinary opportunity. The cooperative formula was neither
a neccessary condition nor an obstacle: but because cooperatives in
Quebec were non-profit and had access to CMHC funds, it was the logical
solution for a low-income community to gain control of and remain in
theirneighborhood after such renovations. For Lucia Kowaluk, Dimitri
Roussopoulos and the most active members in the community, the coopera-
tive idea was an imperative: not only was it the result of ten years
of resistance to speculation, but beyond, it embodied the qualities of
a true community build-up: participation, collective control and elim-
ination of individual profit. Heritage Montreal once again started
negociations with CMHC, this time for the financing for purchase and
renovation of properties.
On January 16, 1979, the first public assembly of the whole neigh-
borhood was held to inform discussions on the fate of the property.
According to Frangois Piazza, a member of Maisons St-Louis, eight people
were interested in cooperatives and over forty wanted to know how to
buy privately. In any case, they were informed that Heritage Montreal
was in the process of negociating an agreement with CMHC for the acquis-
ition of the whole neighborhood.
Maisons St-Louis wanted to know more about the details of this
eventual transaction. Through meeting with Phyllis Lambert and her legal
advisor, Mark Feldman, Elmer Facteau and other members of Maisons St-
Louis learned that it was Heritage Montreal's intention to try and con-
vince CMHC to buy the properties
"at a price that would permit the existing tenants to reno-
vate the buildings or to sell to tenants associations or1
cooperatives, who would undertake their own renovation."
Feldman assured them that, yes, they could have private ownership, and
that under the current CMHC programs, they would then carry mortgages
at 6 3/8%, whereas cooperatives andnon-profit associations could have
interest rates as low as 2% on 100% mortgages and 1% on 90% mortgages,
based on tenants paying 25% of their income. Since market interest
rates on mortgage were then 10 3/4%, Maisons St-Louis were finally con-
vinced to go along with government programs and abandon their plans for
private funding. 2
On February 21, CMHC's Montreal office refused Heritage Montreal's
proposal on the grounds that:
1Pierre Bourdon, "Nouvelle Imposture dans le quatier Milton Park". Le
Devoir, September, 1979.
2 Interview with Elmer Fecteau; May, 1980.
1) the group's experience was in helping to renovate build-
ings, not in managing property;
2) that no market study had been made to assess if residents
would or could pay higher rents after renovation, and;
3) that CMHC only financed small coops of 30 units maximum,
capable of self-management without exterior help.
Immediately, Heritage Montreal started negotiations at the federal
level.
Federal elections were to be held in three months. It was critical
for the Liberal party to win Quebec: a rising nationalism,. fueled by the
recent victory of the Parti Quebecois (PQ) in provincial elections (1976)
could only be controlled if ties to the central government were kept
strong. The liberal constituency was the only one to compete seriously
with that of the PQ, the Conservatives not being very popular east of
Ottawa.
The Bronfman family's long standing support of the Liberal party
was needed more than ever. Andre Ouellet, as minister of Urban Affairs,
was responsible for CMHC; he was also campaign chairman for the Quebec
Liberal Party.
CMHC's local decision "could be reconsidered", but a show of sup-
port from the community was needed. A telegram was drafted to explain
and endorse that Heritage Montreal's efforts were fully supported by the
Milton Park residents. It was passed from door to door and signatures
were collected.
On February 27, a second general assembly was held. Phyllis Lam-
bert was introduced to the neighborhood for the first time and spoke
hopefully about the negotiations. They were almost there, the project
had all chances of succeeding. Dimitri Roussopoulos, presiding the
assembly, gave Maisons St-Louis half an hour at the end to explain their
position. MSL wanted to have guarantees that other forms of ownership
besides cooperative would be possible. To settle the issue and stop
fighting, Phyllis proposed that the telegram be reformulated to include
"individual or collective ownership."1 Some members of Maisons St-Louis
then signed the telegram, which totalled 200 names; other members remain-
ed skeptical.
The telegram was sent to CMHC on March 2. From then on, events
succeeded rapidly. On March 26, Heritage Montreal made an offer to
Paxmil, who accepted it.2 At a Board meeting, on April 19, CMHC de-
cided to buy, and a memorandum of agreement with Heritage Montreal was
entered at the City of Montreal on May 1. Meanwhile, a Federal commun-
ication was released on April 25 by a liberal party representative,
published in La Presse the next day, announcing that CEHC had the in-
tention of buying 150 houses in downtown Montreal, for Heritage Montreal,
for the sum of $5.5 million, to be handed over to cooperatives.3
1Interview, Francois Piazza. March, 1980.
2Mentioned in Deed of Sale between CMHC and Paxmil, Montreal, May 16, 1980.
3La Presse, April 26, 1979.
On May 16, 1979, a few days before the expiration of Heritage Mon-
treal's Purchase offer, CMHC acquired the Milton Park properties from
the Paxmil Corporation, for the price of $5.5 million. Five million
were given at the closing and the $500,000 was to be given by install-
ments of $100,000/year at no interest.
The same day, CMHC entered into a Promise of Sale agreement with
a non-profit corporation created by Heritage Montreal, specifically for
the project, called SPUM: Socidt6 du Patrimoine Urbain de Montreal.
The agreement gave SPUM control of the properties for a period of three
years, at the end of which time they would have to have sold all of
them to cooperative and non-profit associations, for the purchase price
plus 10 1/4%; SPUM was to set up these cooperatives and associations,
manage the properties and produce a development plan for the area with-
in 150 days of the date of the contract.
On May 22, the Federal elections gave power to the Conservative
Party, with Joe Clark as prime minister leading a minority parliament,
while the liberals overwhelmingly swept seats in Quebec.
A month later, 200 residents of the Milton Park neighborhood met
in its third general assembly. The news of the purchase was a source of
celebration. Maisons St-Louis were once again given a slot at the end.
They startled the assembly by announcing that, far from having receded,
they had now received their papers, as a non-profit corporation.
III. Conflict of Ownership
1) PROMISES AND CONTRACTS
The telegram of support, sent on March 2nd, 1979, read:
"To Mr. William Teron, chairman of the Board of Directors of CMHC,
Ottawa; To Mr. Andri Ouellet, Minister of Urban Affairs, Ottawa.
"We are all tenants of Paxmil who have been the object of foreign
ownership neglect for the past decade. Through the facilities
and assistance of Heritage Montreal we finally have the opportu-
nity of owning our own homes individually or cooperatively,' and
renovating our neighborhood at reasonable cost. Without the in-
termediary of Heritage Montreal, most of us will be unable to
afford the otherwise higher purchase price for which the proper-
ties are to be sold. Consequently, we are sending you this tele-
gram to express our support for the initiative of Heritage Montreal.
CMHC, particularly in the last year, has done little to honor its
social responsibilities in Montreal. We must insist that it give
us the same attention as it gives private developers. If there
are funds for Place Guy Favreau,2 there should be funds for us.
Note: Heritage Montreal, a non-profit urban conservation organi-
zation, is applying for CMHC funding to buy all the Paxmil pro-
perties at once. Their plan is to remain owners only for the few
years that it would take to slowly form coops or sell the houses
to individual resident owners.1 The advantages for us, the tenants,
are 2: the unit price will be lower, since they will sell them
to us at no profit; and they will assure that speculators and absen-
tee landlords will not buy the property before we have a chance
te organize ourselves."
The text of the promise of Sale agreement, passed between CMHC and
SPUM (referred to as Patrimoine) on May 16, 1979, reads as follows:
1 my underlining
2 Place Guy Favreau: a controversial downtown office project sponsored by
the Department of Public Works in Ottawa to consolidate federal agencies
in Montreal; as a result of space requirement revisions and a response to
public opposition, the original megastructure proposal was reduced to half
its size and part of the site was given to CMHC to build 200 housing units
to be organized into cooperatives; the project was stopped and restarted
several times, as governments changed, and the housing component has since
been dropped.
"...CMHC will sign a registreable Deed of Sale of all or part of
the said immoveable properties in favor of Patrimoine or in favour
of non-profit co-operative associations or non-profit corporationsi
nominated by Patrimoine and previously approved as a purchaser by
CMHC;..." (Article I (d))
SPUM will..."assist or cause to be assisted the residents of the
properties and/or others to establish non-profit co-operative
associations and/or non-profit corporations for the purpose of
renovating and purchasing the properties;" (Article II (b))
SPUM will..."carry out the community planning work associated
with the rehabilitation of the properties, and with the acquisition
of the properties by non-profit co-operative associations and/or
non-profit corporation." (Article III (g)
CMHC will..."give full and prompt consideration to applications
from Patrimoine and from cooperative associations and non-profit
corporations organized by Patrimoine for financial support under
the terms and conditions of the National Housing Act Programs for
the purpose of:
(i) organizing and starting up the co-operative 'associations
and non-profit corporations;
(ii) insuring such loans as may be granted to the co-opera-
tive associations and non-profit corporations by private
lenders to purchase and rehabilitate the housing units;
(iii) subsidizing the rehabilitation of the housing units;
(iv) providing interest write-downs on the long term loans
to the co-operative associations and non-profit corpora-
tions which are made by private lenders." (Article IV 2)
Apparently, after the telegram was sent, it became very difficult
for Maisons St Louis to reach Phyliss Lambert or meet with gmembers of
Heritage Montreal. 1 On March 16, MSL sent Heritage Montreal a series of
17 questions. Among them, points of policy were seen as critical to
discuss and decide on before completion of the sale of properties, if
1 Pierre Bourdon, Le Devoir, August 15, 1979; interview with MSL members.
joint participation in decision-making was to be respected.
"After purchase of the properties, are owners to be given same
priority as coops?"
"If private owners do not want Heritage to restore for them, can
they apply through Heritage for grants from the respective govern-
ments?"
"What happens to buildings in which tenants cannot decide, or have
made different choices, as to whether they wish to be members of
co-op, be private owners, or remain as tenants?"
"Would re-sale to tenants include transfer of the same mortgage?"
"Could a potential tenant-owner renegotiate a mortgage with another
financial institution?"
These questions were left unanswered, but responding to a request made by
Heritage-Montreal and in order to clarify their own stand on the ownership
issue, Maisons St-Louis adopted a position paper at their general assembly
meeting on May 7. They wanted tenants within the project to have the choice
among five tenure options: 1
1) individual ownership
2) co-ownership
3) condominiums
4) cooperatives
5) rental
and that the same priority be given to all after the purchase; owners
could not own more than one building and had to live in it; the cost of
the renovations for basic structural, electrical, plumbing and heating
work would be distributed over all the units in the project, pro-rated to,
1 See Appendix for comparative description.
possibly, cubic footage, but all other renovation work (including changes
in layout, refinishing, replacement of fixtures) should be done and Paid
for by individual owners or coops; a tenant association should be formed
to represent the rights of those who did not want either to own or to be
part of a co-operative.
By this time, the main actors involved in the negotiations were known
to Maisons St-Louis, including CEMP Investments,1 who, it was assumed, was
instrumental in providing major financial and political break-throughs. It
was feared that their power, although key in reaching an agreement with
CMHC, would also be a factor in cutting bridges with Maisons St-Louis, after
the purchase. The position paper therefore concluded with a request that
three associations from the neighborhood be represented on the board of
whatever body would manage it: a cooperative association, a future owners'
association, and a tenant-at-large association, and that these should have
equal weight to Heritage Montreal, CENT Investments and the CDLC.2 The
position paper was sent to Heritage Montreal and to CMHC.
The future project coordinator would later state that, in fact, Phyllis
Lambert met with representatives of Maisons St-Louis and the Milton Park
coop, five times in April, to give progress reports on the purchase
negotiations.3 Maisons St-Louis maintained that the next time they heard
from it, the purchase had been concluded and the Societe du Patrimoine
Urbaine de Montreal had been created, with the specific mandate and terms
of agreement quoted earlier.
1Charles, Edgar, Michael and Phyllis, the trust fund of Samuel Bronfman's
2children.
CDLC: Conseil de Development du Logement Communautaire, based in Pointe
St-Charles, the first group in Montreal to work with tenant associations
3and help them gain control of their housing, mainly through cooperatives.
Robert Cohen, unpub. article on Milton Park project, October 1979.
SPUM's Board ofDirectors was made up of six people: Phyllis Lambert,
president of Heatage Montreal; James Raymond, of CEMP Investments, invest-
ment advisor; Jean-Marc Cote-Pouliot, of Save Maitreal former political
fundraiser and advisor to a federal liberal representative, manager of
the Olympic Village during the 1976 Games; Mark Feldman, lawyer, legal
advisor of Heritage Montreal; James McGregor, planner, founding member of
the CDLC, and Robert Cohen, project coordinator, lawyer at the Pointe St-
Charles Legal Clinic since 1973. A representative of the cooperatives
was also to sit on the Board.
SPUM went immediately into action. It set up an office on Park Ave.,
started issuing a newsletter called SPUM Bulletin, explaining the events,
announcing meetings, inviting the population to ask for information. Two
social animators were hired, John Gardiner, from the Legal Clinic at Pointe
St-Charles, and Sue Morehead, who both had extensive experience in working
in low-income neighborhoods and setting up cooperatives. Together with
Bob Cohen, they held information sessions every Tuesday night, on how the
neighborhood would be turned over to many small cooperatives; as soon as
a group was interested, they were invited to identify a territory, apply
for a charter, seek new members and continue to meet on their own. The
office on Park Ave. was always open; the secretarial staff, recruited from
other community groups, would double as information dispensors; there were
numerous flyers handed out, a ten year history of the neighborhood struggles
and the final victory of the people, written by Lucia Kowaluk, SPUM Bulletins
and a pamphlet, published by the CDLC, entitled: "What is a Coop?"
Simultaneously, a crew of architects and students started a door-to-door
survey of the neighborhood to assess the renovation work needed. The CDLC
Fig. 3: Actors and Relationships
was also putting together statistics, evaluations and cash flow projections,
all to be included in the development plan to be presented to C1HC in October.
On July 18, Maisons St-Louis met with Robert Cohen; the newly appointed
project manager was caught in cross-fires between his understanding of the
role given to him by SPUM, and this minority group of angry residents.
They were asking him to return to the board to see if it could change its
interpretation of the contract, as it viewed cooperatives and non-profit
corporations as the only types of tenure possible.
~~............................
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2) HEADLINES
Meanwhile, as a reaction to the chain of events, MSL launched a cam-
paign in the main newspapers. Elmer Fecteau first addressed a letter to
the minister of Urban Affairs, published in the Montreal Star, entitled
"Non-profit tenants' organization wants the right to purchase housing."
The goals of Maison St-Louis were to facilitate the purchase and renova-
tion of houses in the St-Louis neighborhood and to fight against specula-
tion, gentrification and absentee landlords. They were always assured
that all tenure types would be respected and their support of Heritage
Montreal had thwarted them of their known intentions of buying and reno-
vating their houses.
All throughout August followed a series of articles, in the English
and French press, written by different members of Maisons St-Louis.
The text of Heritage Montreal's own public communication was quoted:
"the project will allow residents to change from a tenants' status
to that of co-owners. As a result, there will be an enormous improve-
ment in the quality of services and of building maintenance; hundreds
of people will have a new interest in the city."
The text of the telegram of support was also published. It was felt that
in a neighborhood of 700 housing units, there was room for different types
of tenure without opening the door to speculation. For those who conscious-
ly chose cooperatives, it could only be a success. For others with different
life styles and aspirations, tight schedules, and/or who knew their limits,
co-ownership seemed to be the answer. But freedom of choice and democracy
had taken a strange turn. SPUM's board of directors was composed of out-
siders, who took the project from under the residents and turned it into
"their thing." Comparison was made with another project, a mile south of
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Milton Park, Le Cours Le Royer, where Old Montreal warehouses had been con-
verted to luxury condominiums by some of the same people (CEMP Investments),
who were now advocating the virtues of non-profit collective ownership. On
the one hand, SPUM's intention was to respond to the different needs of the
people, and on the other, it refused to give Maisons St-Louis its ownership
options. Many of MSL's members had long lived in the neighborhood and had
demonstrated their attachment to it by forming a non-profit corporation de-
signed to help purchase and renovate their houses; they did not want to be
forced to either join a cooperative or move. In a half-page article en-
titled "New imposture in Milton Park,"1 Jacques Bourdon, a 13 year resident,
gave a detailed historical account of the neighborhood's struggles and an
assessment of the present situation. Quoting a radio interview where it
was declared that the Milton Park project would be "the Place Ville Marie
of coops," 2 he charged that the neighborhood was undergoing a new "bull-
dozering," this time, ideological.
Perhaps the most satirical endictment, indicative of the general tone
used by MSL to arouse public opinion, was the article written by Frangois
Piazza. 3 This was the time when the Boat People, escaping Vietnam, were
being granted political refugee status in different western countries. As
part of the Canadian immigration policy, CMHC had announced that it would
make available to them vacant units of public housing. The letter, address-
ed to the minister of Urban Affairs, responsible for CMHC, started by
1 Le Devoir, Aug. 15, 1979. "Nouvelle Imposture dans le quartier Milton'
Park,"
2 Pierre Benoit, May 22, 1979 on CKAC RAdio Station
3 Le Devoir, Aug. 6, 1979. "Ou 1' on n' achete pas son logement"
congratulating him on this decision.
"As a CMHC tenant myself ( I live in the Milton Park neighborhood
where CMHC has recently bought 700 housing units, out of which about
50 are vacant), I wish some refugees will come and live among us.
Their integration will be quicker here than anywhere else because,
thanks to SPUM, they will find conditions which are familiar to them;
in fact,
1) SPUM is proceeding to the instauration of cooperatives, like it or
not, to the express and repeated exclusion of any other form of
ownership, in spite of the residents. This will agreably remind
them of the housing collectivization of Ho-Chi-Mhin City.
2) To do so, it has hired people who's role it is to praise this form
of tenure to the people, insisting on the fact that, anyway, that's
all there is. Here we name them "animators." They're called "bodol"
in Vietnamese.
3) Anyone expressing the wish to buy his/her dwelling unit is accused
of being a speculator (in Vietnamese an exploiter of the people).
"Housing must be taken out of the market." One who refuses to be
member of a coop will not have subsidies, will pay higher rent and
become "a marginal." If one accepts, his/her rent will be deter-
mined by the coop, according to its statement of earnings.
4) SPUM who proclaims everywhere that it is working "for the community,:
has been elected by the grace of Heritage-Montreal, Phyllis Lambert-
Bronfman, its president, and CMHC, exclusively. It is composed of
six members, unknown to the neighborhood until their nomination (it's
the Politbureau). It plans the future and the expenses of the neigh-
borhood without involving its residents in the decisions, for which
they will pay the bill later. This is what's called in Vietnam demo-
cratic centralism: all the leaders are from the North' As you can
see they will be very much at home here.
Now, there remains to be seen if they'll be admitted. Because, to be
a tenant, one has to fill a questionnaire, which among other things,
asks if you are interested in collective projects; a selection com-
mittee then decides. Exactly like at home, I tell you' But a doubt
comes over me. According to La Pressee, you would have declared: "We
do not want to subsidize refugees indefinitely and we hope that some
of them will decide to settle here and to acquire their housing once
they'll have become autonomous."
Could the people of our neighborhood, sir, obtain the same favor you
are doing for the Vietnamese? We are 72 who do not want to be subsi-
dized through cooperatives, who are autonomous ( and would like to re-
main so) and who would like to acquire the houses in which we live.
Can you obtain for us what CMHC, through SPUM, denies us in the name
of collectivism? Or shall we be forced, because we refuse to collec-
tivize, to wander about the streets with our furniture in trucks, to
gain the same rights?"
While some of these articles were very entertaining and raised intriguing
questions as to the nature of this project, others were too self-righteous
to attract genuine sympathy.
Humor got more mileage than outrage. Some tactics were used to
arouse politicans' sensitive spots: cries of freedom of choice and demo-
cracy itself being at stake; the spectre of communism looming ahead, fund-
ed by a federal agency; the young immigrant working couple, confused as to
whether they could stay in the neighborhood or not because of this coopera-
tive project, but very attracted to the idea of buying their apartment, to
stabilize their lives.
Under the assertion that there was no citizen participation in this
topdown imposed structure, the articles either deliberately failed to men-
tion the incredible out reach work that SPUM had set out to accomplish in
the neighborhood, in the form of meetings, information sessions, literature,
and availability of technical and human resources, or else described it as
propaganda, brainwashing and outright coercion tactics.
Either way, the outstanding accusations, which remained unchallenged,
were that 1) members of Maisons St-Louis had been promised, and then de-
nied, options of private ownership and that 2) SPUM's board of directors,
created by CMHC and Heritage Montreal, was not representative of, or willing
to recognize, the diversity of the residents' positions. A later point of
protest was the fact that opposition to Maisons St-Louis came not so much
because of strong opinions against their views as for bureaucratic reasons
of ease of process; the project was huge and difficult enough as it was,
with two types of programs; exceptions would make it unmanageable.
The point of highest visibility, however, was the strange alliance at
the top, of the fox and the hare: on the one hand, investors, lawyers and
realtors, involved in urban land development across Canada, whose profit
motivation is beyond any doubt or discussion; and on the other, hard core
social animators, who frown on private property and profess the rule of
housing as a right: service versus commodity.
In addition to other newspapers, which covered the project's general
information,1 the Montreal Star published three articles which gave fair
representation of Milton Park's history of struggles, 2 the victory the
CMHC-SPUM contract represented for saving the neighborhood, and the dis-
senting group within it. Maisons St-Louis's position was summarized:
People don't want the Place Ville Marie of coops."
Attention had indeed been given to the project, and opinion aroused.
An Urban Studies masters student, from the University of Montreal, responded
publicly. In a letter to tne Star editor,3 he argued that SPUM's position
was perfectly defendable, on two grounds.
"It is precisely because of a division among residents, of the indivi-
dualism and profit motive of property owners, as well as the compli-
city of the public bodies, that the great real restate capital, Con-
cordia type, among others, was able to impose itself on the neighbor-
hood. Cooperative ownership constitutes a starting point for the
democratic control of the development of the neighborhood, since it
is articulated on democratic structures and that there is no divorce
between the interests of the landlords and those of the residents.
Second, in a popular neighborhood like St-Louis , at the periphery
of downtown, pressures from the dissidents4 can be perceived and inter-
preted as a tendency by middle and "autonomous" classes to use their
priviledged mode of appropriation of the urban space and to impose a
social division of space, at the expense of the popular classes
1 Ensemble, June 1, 1979. "Un grand projet de la SCHL ajouterit 600 logements
coops"
2 The Montreal Star, Aug. 22: "Milton Park gets new lease on life"
Aug. 24: "Milton area tenants press for more freedom
of choice"
Aug. 29 "Areadodged wrecking ball for 10 years"
3 Le Devoir, Aug. 20, "Aux victimes du collectivisme."
4 referring to Maisons St-Louis
displaced towards the zones in deterioration. This cooperative pro-
ject is a form of compromise which does not alienate anyone's right
and allows to promote, even though locally and very relatively, the
right to housing of the popular classes, which is seldom recognized
other than in speeches." 3
The "dissidents" were not wise to raise the question of democracy,
except superficially by exploiting the contradictions in the CMHC-HM-SPUM
TRIO, and was advised not to threaten a project of "symbolic value," after
the long struggles of the citizens, as this would further polarize and
mobilize groups within the neighborhood. A Montreal Star editoriall sum-
med up the situation:
"It took an unusual collision of forces to produce the large-scale
co-operative conversion and rehabilitation project in the Milton Park
district (...) Heritage Montreal and its creature, the Socidt6 du
Patrimoine Urbain de Montrdal, are in a slightly anomalous position
at the moment. They are, for all practical purposes, the landlord
to about 2,100 people who have a strong local tradition of fighting
with their landlords. The essential difference is that they are
obliged to re-sell to co-ops or non-profit associations of occupants
on terms yet to be announced.
They are a landlord trying to persuade their tenants to do away with
landlords, like the aristocrat Tolstoy freeing his serfs. The cynic
asks: What's in it for him? What is in it for Heritage Montreal and
SPUM is the fulfillment of their deeply held conviction that those
buildings and that neighborhood should be saved and that co-op owner-
ship is the way to do it. Their progress to date incicates they are
on the right track."
The progress was that, besides the Milton Park Coop, which was made up
of the former Jeanne-Mance and Ste-Famille Street Committees, and had re-
ceived its charter, in August, three cooperatives were in the process of
formation.
Robert Cohen, late in the summer, had prepared a lengthy and thoughtful
1 The Montreal Star, September 1, 1979.
explanation of the project, defending SPUM's activities and objectives, and
stressing the fact that any internal disagreement should be debated through
negotiations within the neighborhood, not in the media. But it had not
been published. Instead, many of the points made in support of collective
non-profit ownership, and the progress report on what MSL wanted, appeared
in subsequent SPUM bulletins, thus avoiding further public display.
It was Lucia Kowaluk who took the initiative to respond2 to the flood
of MSL letters in the newspapers. She first thanked the Star for their
editorial support, seeing that they had understood the project's purpose of
saving the neighboorhood and its residents. It would be the largest pro-
ject of its kind in Canada, allowing people of limited income the rare
opportunity to control their residences, through co-operative ownership.
It was unfortunate that a handful of disappointed residents, unable to be-
come private individual owners as they thought possible a few months earlier,
"were indulging in a campaign of distortions on the motives of Heritage
Montreal, hoping thereby to force CMHC to lose confidence in the pro-
ject."
But the final work came in October, when Lucia answered Pierre Bourdon's
account of the events, by a full page definitive history and meaning of the
Milton Park project.1 Quite the opposite of "a new imposture," SPUM's inter-
vention in setting up cooperatives and non-profit groups was the logical
consequence of ten years of community struggles. She pointed out a number
of facts to prevent possible interpretations of his earlier comments, which
1 Le Devoir, October 2, 1979. "Le fruit de dix ans de luttes populaires,"
2 The montreal Star, September 10, 1979. "A lot is at stake in turning
over six square blocks to control of residents."
in some cases were outright falsifications: 1) the notion of private
ownership did not surface in the neighborhood until January 1979, whereas
the idea of a housing cooperative had been explored exactly nine years
earlier; 2) Maisons St-Louis had not been around that long, and in any
case, their support of Heritage Montreal was not that crucial to the
negotiations with CMHC: that they should have widely contributed to the
birth and realization of the project was nothing but a gross exaggeration:
The vast majority of the 200 signatures had been acquired before the
general assembly of February (the telegram was sent March 2) when only then
did one of their leaders sign; 3) the community is represented on SPUM's
council of administration: as early as when the contract with CYHC was
signed, SPUM asked for a representative of the cooperatives to have a seat
on its board of directors, and at a meeting of people interested in
cooperatives, one such person was elected; in addition, a project of a
community consultation council has been submitted, on which SPUM would sit
with other groups (cooperatives, non-profit associations, CLSC 1) to manage
the rooming houses on a cooperative basis; 4) no one will be forced to
join cooperatives: existing tenants who do not wish to be a coop member
may remain tenants in the houses owned by cooperatives; in which case they
will pay higher rent, because one of the benefits of being an active member
is the reduction of management costs; 5) there are no housing cooperatives
belonging to the residents in Vietnam or the Soviet Union; and all these
allegations, anti-Semitism (against people active in Heritage Montreal and
SPUM) and witch hunting, only recalled the sad performance of the McCarthy
era.
1CLSC: Centre de Lois irs et de Services Communautaires; neighborhood
social services centres, funded by the provincial government,
delivering recreational, social animation and medical services.
Over 8% of the population of St-Louis (which includes Milton Park) is
on welfare; a third of the male population does not work; yet, the average
rent is $135. All this work has not been done to result in the formation
of two classes: those who can afford to buy their houses and those who
can't. "The idea of preserving the neighborhood in the interest of its
least priviledged residents has been the basis of our work for over ten
years."
At least, being equal in housing, through cooperatives, is one way of
rebuilding equity in a community.
"Certain political and financial interests would like to see this
project of housing cooperatives fail, or at least stop. It would
be hard to believe the opposite. Mr. Bourdon and his friends,
consciously or not, are playing up to these interests."
The article clearly established the facts regarding the continuity in the
idea of cooperative housing, thereby dismissing any further allegations
of imposition. It also stated unequivocally Milton Park Cooperative's
social and political commitment in defending the interests of low income
residents. It did not dismiss the fact that the two classes of residents
which the project definitively did not want to see emerging, already exist-
ed: through income, degree of social commitment, or other measure; it simply
stated that, at least in housing, no privileges would be allowed. Nor did
it dismiss the fact, however, that two other classes would be created any-
way: those who could participate actively in the cooperatives, and those
who couldn't.
The article also reinforced the assertion that tenants-at-large and
owners-to-be were not represented on SPUM's board of directors: only
people interested in cooperatives. But by this time, enough cooperatives
and non-profit groups were in formation, to prove the viability of the pro-
ject's ambitious goal.
In the November issue of SPUM's bulletin, two letters were published
side by side, one by a resident favoring private ownership, the other by
a group opposing it.1 The first letter was actually addressed to the
Governor General of Canada. Draped with indignation and pomposity, the
text opened with a sprinkle of capital letters every three words. The
terms of the telegram of support were again contrasted with the subsequent
imposition of collective ownership to all residents, and the request was
made that freedom of choice be restored, for those who had publicly support-
ed it, as well as for a silent majority who, out of forced habit, would
tacitly submit or quietly depart. It ended with a list of personalities
to whom copies were sent: the Right Honorable Prime Minister of Canada,
His Excellency the Lieutenant-Governor of Quebec, the Honorable Premier of
Quebec and the Honorable Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada. And
as if this wasn't enough, the top of the list was crowned by Her Majesty
the Queen. Hardly a wise move to attract sympathy in the neighborhood!2
The second letter was signed by five cooperatives already formed in the
neighborhood, and addressed to the editor. 3
1 SPUM Bulletin, November 9, 1979.
2 Although the letter was written by an individual, with no mention of or
endorsement by Maisons St-Louis, the issues were the same, and set an un-
fortunate precedent for those residents of the neighborhood who did not
know MSL before and who read the Bulletins: "Maisons St-Louis? Oh yes,
those who write to the Queen?"
3 SPUM Bulletin, November 9, 1979.
"It is becoming more and more obvious to some of us that all things
considered it is not practical for SPUM to sell to a handful of
individuals some of the houses within the project. As the project
progresses, evidence indicates that a mix of cooperative owners with
a few private owners is not in the interest of the community. Why?
1) The size of the project - 728 units - dictates that certain
procedures be followed for establishing a unit price equal-
izing the advantages and the disadvantages-of certain pro-
perties amongst all. Further, community standards of reno-
vation should be established and respected. Will private
owners abide? Who will assure it?
2) The use of common space must be decided by the community.
Individually owned buildings in the midst of cooperatives
who might wish to develop common approaches to the use of
free space (gardens, green space, parking) could be disrup-
tive.
3) The project was conceived as a non-profit housing project.
Everyone would enjoy the same relationship with the space
occupied. With the private owners,complicated roles must
be established to assure that they do not profit from liv-
ing space. Again, how will this be assured, and by whom?
4) It is unfair for privately owned buildings in this project
to have tenants. That status would probably be dictated
by the inability to buy. Since private landlords are not
eligible for the same subsidies as co-ops, rents would be
much higher. Furthermore, tenants of private owners are
not eligible for rent subsidies unlike co-ops. For these
reasons, individual ownership, at best, is only possible
for a few buildings - that is the cottages, 10 or 12 of
the 728 units in the project.
5) For these few houses, SPUM would have to establish a set
of complicated rules to govern such things as renovation
and profit making. After SPUM disappears, the Federation
of Co-ops would be stuck with enforcing these rules. This
would mean a bureaucracy and watch-dog atmoshpere.
NO THANK YOU:
Montreal is for sale. Between University and St-Denis hun-
dreds of "good buys" are available. Plenty of opportunities
exist to buy low and sell high, to renovate or not, to never
attend a meeting again.
But in one 6-square block piece of downtown Montreal that
should not be possible. Surely that is not unreasonable. For
once, houses will be renovated and everyone can stay and share
in the community benefits. In fact, given the development of
downtown Montreal, this should be the norm.
It now seems clear to us that collective non-profit owner-
ship is simple, just and in the interests of all residents.
We urge the Board of SPUM to take this position and to com-
municate it to the whole community.
Co-op Milton-Parc
Co-op du Parc Jeanne-Mance
Co-op la Petite Cite
Co-op Ste-Famille
Co-op Concerto
Since all these arguments had been told to Maisons St-Louis before,
their reactions were already contained in the first letter.
... it is easier to run the project if only collective housing is
permitted to exist within it. This is undoubtedly true - just as
true as it would be easier to eradicate racial discrimination if
there were only one race permitted to exist."
"After all, what sort of life would total uniformity and prescribed
decisions create, even forthe laudable end of finding the easy out
of any situation?"'
This was to be the last comparison of the two views to be published simul-
taneously.
In December, the very final letter was published, this time from eight
coops, in final retaliation to MSL. 1 It was addressed to the unfortunate
minister of Urban Affairs, who by then must have had headaches at the mere
mention of the name Milton park, expressing that they were categorically
opposed to all forms of speculation in their neighborhood housing project,
and therefore to favoring one small group with individual ownership. So as
to leave no one in doubt of their equally powerful will to impress these
views on public officials, copies of the letter were sent to the president
1 Gregory Charles de Niord Brent, SPUM Bulletin, no. 9, November, 1979.
2 SPUM Bulletin, no. 10, December, 1979.
of CMHC, the Pro-Ten leader of the Liberal Party in Ottawa, the leader
of the New Democratic Party, the leader of the Social Credit Party, two
federal representatives, two provincial ones, the President of the Quebec
Housing Office, three provincial ministers and the leader of the
provincial Liberal Party.
The neighborhood wide federation of coops had done what it had to do:
establish its position within the community and respond to the letter-
writing campaign by one last group letter.
SPUM's position, as manager, called for a more flexible approach.
Park Avenue, Between Pine and Prince Arthur
3) TRYING TO COMPROMISE
SPUM tried to negotiate an agreement with MSL as late as a year after
its contract with CMHC. SPUM staff members who had extensive experience
and commitment to cooperatives, were very sensitive to the accusation of
wanting to impose this tenure on the whole neighborhood. They knew very
well that the key to a cooperative's success was the full voluntary parti-
cipation of all its members. This is why every effort was made to sensi-
tize people to the idea, without rushing things. This is also why they
denied that cooperative ownership was the only tenure possible: they were
still negotiating some form of non-profit private ownership for some resi-
dents and recognized the right of tenants not to want, or the possibility
of them not being able, to join coops. This was partially the reason why
non-profit groups were included in their contract with CMHC. The main idea
was to subtract the housing units from the private market for a sufficient
period of time, until local automony could be built among the residents
for them to manage their own property, on a non-profit basis. The negotia-
tions with Maisons St-Louis were particularly delicate because SPUM had no
guarantee of their non-profit motivations, or were unwilling to accept them:
they could not be assured that the units acquired would not return to the
private market upon resale. The question was control of the project, perma-
nently, for low and/moderate income families.
On August 10, Robert Cohen wrote to Maisons St-Louis, asking them for
a write-up of what type of ownership they proposed to sponsor. The same
day, SPUM Bulletin no. 5 was distributed. In it were explained the social
and economic advantages of the cooperative, the reasons why SPUM favored
collective, non-profit ownership, and a detailed comparitive chart of the
rent that would have to be paid, for identical units, under private owner-
ship and as part of a cooperative. Because of the subsidies available to
cooperatives and non-profit associations, mainly an interest rate reduction
on mortgage, rent for a four room apartment would be $149/month in a coop,
and $217/month in a privately owned unit. Overriding these calculations,
which at that stage rested on a number of unknown, SPUn explained the
principles and benefits of collective non-profit ownership as follows:
1) Property is owned jointly by large or small groups.
2) The group leases dwellings to the residents at the lowest possible
rent, taking into account the expenses of owning and operating the
property.
3) As members of the group, the residents are entitled to vote and
have an equal say in all decisions affecting the property.
4) The individual member cannot sell off any interest he has in the
property, and thus the- profit element disappears.
5) The return to the member-resident comes in the form of lower rents
and the sharing of control over the property.
On September 18, SPUN produced a position paper which summarized their
negotiations with Maisons St-Louis and the way they intended to deal with
tenure options. Each point was then revised and amended by Maisons St-Louis.
With a little more refining and discussing, the two parallel positions
were adopted at the end of October and published in the November issue of
the SPUM bulletin under the title: "Analysis of two different positions
concerning individual ownership." 3
1 For same amount of renovations needed; based on conventional 75% mortgages
at 11 3/4% for 25 year terms for private ownership and federally insured
100% mortgages at 6% for 35 years, for coops.
2 SPUM Bulletin no. 5, August, 1979
3 SPUM Bulletin no. 9, November, 1979.
Maisons St-Louis
1. Community and CMHC must accept
any negotiated agreement
2. Wants to avoid speculation and
profit
3. Forms of ownership: individual,
co-ownership, cooperatives and
non-profit associations subject
to other restrictions
4. Tenants: no tenants permitted
if ownership is on an individual
or co-ownership basis. If
tenants live in a coop or non-
profit association, their
rights will be protected.
5. Method for determining the
option of ownership: each
person living in the building
must accept the option of co-
ownership or individual title.
Each person must always have
access to the benefits of sub-
sidies and access to participate
in the management.
6. Buyers will find financing.
7. The sale price will be a
standard price established
for all the buildings.
8. Community renovation standards
9. Owner must live there except
for short periods of time.
10. On re-sale, the first right of
refusal will be held by the
residents council, the
Federation of Co-ops or CNHC.
1. CMHC must accept
2. Same position
3. Same position
4. The rights of tenants will be
protected under all options of
ownership.
5. Simple majority of signers of
leases if SPUM cannot satisfy
each resident according to
his/her option.
6. Same position
7. Same position
8. Community renovation standards and
in case of dispute, the democratic
rule of the majority of the leasees.
9. Same position
10. On re-sale, it must be offered
to residents
SPUM
11. Re-sale price: standard price 11. Takes into account the purchase
or cash paid at time of purchase price, renovation costs, and
plus renovation costs invested indexation to the cost of living.
by the purchasor plus 50% of the
increase in the cost of living;
whichever is the lesser of the
two.
12. Option of individual tenure or 12. Open for any resident, no matter
ownership is open to residents when.
living in the project before
October 20, 1979.
Out of the twelve points, seven were still unresolved and formed the
agenda for a six member negociating committee, formed by SPUM and MSL,
to come to a solution. This was the closest SPUM and MSL came to an
agreement. The major points of contention were around 1) the resale
price, which SPUM wanted to keep the lesser between purchase price or
half-indexed amounts paid individually for downpayments and renovations,
whereas MSL wanted to take into account purchase price, renovation costs
and full indexation; 2) the renovations, for which SPUM wanted to follow
community standards and MSL wanted to seperate basic from individual
standards and rule disputes according to simple majority; and 3) the
choice of tenure type and its duration, SPUM wanting to have coopera-
tives supercede other types in case of non concensus in a building and
private ownership to be offered only to the existing residents who want-
ed it (whereby turnover would gradually phase out private ownership); MSL
wanting the option of ownership open to any resident, existing and future
(whereby owners could transfer their units to friends, relatives, etc.).
4) MSL'S POSITION
Since it was becoming obvious that the text of the contract between
CMHC and SPUM would not be revised to include selling properties directly
to individual owners, Maisons St-Louis adopted an alternative line of
action. They proposed to buy the bulk of properties as an non-profit
association of the type described in the agreement, and then to sell them
back to their members, under different tenure options. In a detailed pro-
tocol1 MSL spelled out the way in which these transfers could be made.
Future owners would take a purchase option with MSL of one, two or
three years. In the interim, MSL would:
1) collect rent
2) manage the properties a) do all the required maintenance and repairs
b) call for bids on group contracts for
- insurance (personal and moveables)
- heating fuel
- maintenance and other services
3) set-up special funds: a) down-payment fund members choose to
b) reserve fund I contribute or not
4) create and manage a) Reseau St-Louis, a pool of skilled labor and
competences from people within the St-Louis
neighborhood
b) an information and clearing-house service to
its members on all available government pro-
grams, subsidies, grants and private sources
of funding for mortgages, mortgage insurance,
renovations, etc;
using existing social services, and CMHC, offer
courses on bookkeeping and home insulation;
5) pay for its admistration through a) start-up grant available to
non-profit associations
b) fund-raising committee (posters,etc.)
1 "Conditions for Individual Acquisition" Maisons St Louis, October, 1979.
c) using Rgseau St-Louis as hiring
service;
6) hire a lawyer for all contracts and legal work;
7) hire architects for renovation consultation, plans and a stamp.
Under this arrangement, members could pay, in addition to their rent,
an amount into an interest-accruing fund, during the whole period of the
Promise of Sale which would be credited back to him/her at the moment of
Deed of Sale. Depending on how much was contributed, this would cover
part or all of the down-payment required by whichever lending institution
would finance the individual mortgage. In addition, any excess of capital,
once debt service and operating expenses were paid by MSL, would go back
to its members, either a) towards down-payment, or b) as a form of sweat-
equity: building materials would be supplied free, bi-monthly, to owners
wishing to do renovation work themselves, on the condition that they be
used within those two weeks before the next delivery. As with maintenance
contracts, MSL would get better prices on materials by buying in bulk, call-
ing for bids, and using an existing local network of laborers, builders,
architects, etc.
Renovations would be done individually, by each owner or group of co-
owners, once the buildings had been purchased, except for such group pur-
chases, major expected repairs or renovations of basic systems, as would
be decided jointly by concerned members and provided for by MSL through
the reserve fund.
The assessment of how much renovation work needed to be done would be
based on:
a) municipal inspectors' examination of the properties, for repairs;
b) SPUM's architectural survey for its recommendations and evaluations
c) residents' own assessments for problems and renovations they thought
necessary;
d) MSL's own property inventory sheets to be filled out by members;
e) McGill's architectural study of the Milton Park neighborhood, and
the use of its public architectural services.
Included in both the Promise of Sale and Deed of Sale contracts, be-
tween MSL and its members, and subject to SPUM's and CNHC's approval, were:
1) price and conditions of resale;
2) restrictions concerning leasing conditions, except for short
periods of time; and
3) a schedule of renovations.
MSL could sell property to its members in individual ownership, co-ownership
or condominium ownership. Any leasing or resale agreement after that would
include MSL's co -signature, so as "to insure that prices would respect
norms established by the agreement between CMHC and the contract." After
a member of MSL had become an owner, he could still participate, if he
wished to, in the reserve fund, group contracts for insurance, fuel and
services, information service, Rdseau St-Louis, etc.
Maisons St-Louis would withdraw from the administration of these
contracts, partially at the moment of Deed ofSale, and totally after a
period of ten years. Attached to the document was a blank contract be-
tween SPUM and MSL, which would have had SPUM:
1) recognize MSL as a non-profit association, according to its defi-
nition in the National Housing Act and as mentioned in the contract
between SPUM and CMHC.
2) recognize MSL as the representative and valid interlocutor of its
members, who were people living in properties included in the said
contract between SPUM and CMHC, and who wanted to buy their build-
ings according to a form of ownership other than cooperative.
That contract was never signed.
MSL is incorporated under the third part of the Quebec Law of Corpo-
rations, which part only deals with non-profit corporations, defined as
"without financial gains to its members." This can be interpreted as
without direct payments or without indirect benefits (such as reduction
in cost of services). The National Housing Act, however, defines non-
profit corporations, eligible for CMHC loans, and in particular for the
interest rate subsidy, as a corporation whose revenues cannot profit, or be
paid personally, to its owners, members or shareholders. It has to be a
charitable organization only. Even a housing cooperative, under that de-
finitionis not a non-profit corporation, since its capital (subsidies)
indirectly benefits its members, through lower rents. This is why the pro-
gram is offered to housing cooperatives and to non-profit corporations. 1
MSL's type of non-profit corporation was set up to facilitate the purchase
and restoration of its members' homes by individuals. It operates like
a cooperative; it resembles very much an owners' cooperative which is recog-
nized by the National Housing Act and eligible for certain loans. The form
has existed also in the form of building cooperatives: "a cooperative
association who builds, acquires or improves houses with the intention of
selling them to its members." (article 34.18(1)A) These exist in Canada
only outside Quebec, as do rental cooperatives with capitalization.
Non-profit
associations, incorporated or not, have to be of the charitable type
1 Fernando Noil, of the Department of Economics, University of Sherbrooke
(Quebec) maintains that not only are the two types of associations dif-
ferent, but that they are mutually exclusive forms of ownership of entre-
prise in:
Annexe 3. Rapport du Groupede Travail sur Mhabitation au Quabec
Les Coop6ratives dans le domaine de l'habitation au Quebec
Montreal 1976.
to be eligible for CMHC's interest rate subsidy. Under these definitions,
MSL does not qualify as a non-profit association
as mentioned in the Promise of Sale agreement between CMHC and SPUM. MSL
pointed out that no precise definitions were given in that contract, either
for the types of associations or for the applicable programs, and that it
was entirely SPUM's interpretation which prevented them from qualifying.
On the other hand any cooperative or non-profit corporation has to
be "nominated by SPUM, and previously approved as a purchaser by CMHC."
And SPUM would not approve of, never mind nominate, MSL. There were several
reasons for this. But before enumerating them, it is also important to point
out that as late as November, six months after the contract had been signed,
SPUM was still considering ways to accommodate private ownership, provided
it met their goals of non-profit. Unlike the Federation of Coops, which
by then represented eight co-ops in the neighborhood, and had taken strong
stands against any form of ownership other than collective, SPUM was still
trying to negotiate an agreement. Their goal was not to please, or frus-
trate or even "deal with" MSL: it was to manage a large scale urban pro-
ject and to bring it back safely to the control of its residents. This
is why MSL's proposal was unacceptable;
1) There was no safeguard to prevent MSL's properties,from going back on
the private market, after their resale to individual members; with
substantial investment profit accruing to individual owners;
2) One of SPUM's objectives was the elimination of profit; under the
last proposed procedure, the item of resale price had been swept
under the carpet: it would be a "negotiated agreement" between
MSL and SPUM, as well as the conditions of resale, which would be
included in the Promise of Sale and Deed of Sale contracts from
MSL to its members; an unresolved, postponed problem, and still a
major source of disagreement: in the light of previously proposed
purchase price plus renovation costs plus indexation, it was clear
that this was not SPUM's definition of non-profit;
3) Another of SPUM's objectives was the elimination of the landlord-
tenant relationship: although not mentioned in the last proposal,
it was known that MSL wanted simple tenants to remain so if they
wished; despite promises of respecting their rights, MSL also
needed to retain that tenure option, if only to accommodate for
buildings of which not all units were sold to co-owners; tenants'
rights, according to SPUM, had to include parity of rents with
tenants of non-profit corporations, and because of the non-applica-
ble subsidies, this was simply not possible;
4. The purchase price of each property was still not established at
this stage; it would have to include renovation costs, since this
is how the maximum subsidy was determined; in order for the whole
project to be equitable, these costs had to be spread evenly to
all units, using the same criteria and standards; MSL's splitting
the operations (purchase price independent of renovation costs)
not only maintained the heaviest burden on the worst buildings,
but did not ensure that the whole neighborhood would be renovated
with the same quality of work.
In short, although MSL's proposal to acquire properties and sell them back
to its members over three years was strikingly similar to SPUM's own role
in the Milton Park neighborhood, it did not ensure or guarantee in any way
that goals of community control, elimination of profit, all residents'
access to decision-making and permanent protection of the neighborhood
from speculation, would be met. In fact, it was thought that some of these
goals were not even intended; that MSL had just designed for itself a two
step strategy: first to acquire properties with free money as a non-profit
corporation, and then phase out into for-profit individuals as each member
became an owner.
IV. Development Plan: 1979-1982
1) MEETINGS
While negotiations were going on with Maisons St-Louis, SPUM was
continuing its work of informing the larger neighborhood. Many meetings
were scheduled, according to the August bulletin, in order to prepare the
development plan, required by CMHC, with the input of the residents.
According to this contract, SPUM was to:
"provide to CMHC within One hundred fifty (150) days of
this date a detailed strategy, action-plan and financial
plan for the purchase, management and re-sale of the sub-
ject properties;" (Article III (f))
To prepare the development plan, including collecting a statistical data
base, assessing renovation costs of 700 units, doing feasibility studies,
time flow charts, etc. by the date of October 16 (five months total),
was one job in itself; doing it along principles of citizen participa-
tion and the involvement of 2,000 residents in joint decision-
making was a parallel agenda.
Over 200 people attended the neighborhood meeting in June, where
the requirement to produce the plan was described. On September 26,
another neighborhood meeting had been scheduled (announced in a previous
Bulletin), to discuss the purchase price of the properties from CMHC.
The CMHC bulk purchase price of six block neighborhood ($5,500,000) had
to be repaid to CMHC in three years with interest, totaling $6,800,000.
How was this amount to be distributed equitably to the individual cooper-
atives, each having different municipal assessments, renovation costs,
size mix and number of units? Additionally, existing rents varied accord-
ing to the most random mathematical series. The idea was to even-out
burdens so that all increases in rent after renovations would be the same.
Five indicators on which to base the purchase price were examined:
1) total municipal assessment of the neighborhood
2) municipal assessment of individual buildings only
3) gross floor area
4) rents per unit
5) condition of the units
Some felt that an average of all prices thus determined should be the
standard price. Others that only 2), 3) and 5) best reflected the fairest
way to divide the global cost.
Only eight people showed up at the meeting. Information sessions
were one thing, workshops were another.
Community
animator
explaining
cooperatives
to residents.
The next neighborhood meeting was announced in the October Bulletin.
This time, instead of an upper case typed and underlined "General Assembly"
with date, the cover page had ant unavoidable quarter inch Helvetica Medium
"District Meeting - October 11." By that time, the data had been gathered,
a working committee made up of organized groups in the neighborhood had
discussed most of the issues to include in the plan, and it was time to
have a public hearing. The meeting was held in the Presbyterian church
at the corner of Jeanne Mance and Prince Arthur, just as the previous
one was, and two groups were formed: the French workshop upstairs, the
English one downstairs. Maisons St-Louis, who had felt under-represented
in the working committee (one representative for 72 MSL members, compared
to 2 representatives of the cooperatives for 16 people,1 one for Yellow
Door,2 and one for the rooming houses), asked that procedures be adopted
for these meetings: in particular, for the right to propose motions to
the assembly, vote on them and use these as community decisions to be
considered by SPUM and included in the plan. Their demands were judged
to be reactionary, their protests, out of place. Nevertheless, through
informal discussions, motions were proposed in the French section, and
towards the end of the meeting, votes were taken.
The propositions adopted at the meeting were as follows:
1) Romming houses: 1. Residents of single rooms in the project are
equal to any other resident, and as such
have the same rights to equal considera-
tion of their well-being.
2. The eventual owner of a rooming house in
the project shall respect the rights of
the residents and consult them on the
proposed improvements to their homes.
Adopted: unanimously.
1Figures from a member of MSL.
2Social services center.
2) Forms of ownership:
3) Commercial
properties
1. Residents shall be free to choose the
form of ownership which best suits
their situation and aspirations; what-
ever form of ownership chosen, the
owner shall live in his building and
forego any form of speculation.
2. Residents who wish to remain tenants
can do so; in such cases, their rights
as tenants shall be respected by their
owner under whatever form of ownership
chosen.
Adopted: 19 for, 8 against, 4 absten-
tions.
1. Commercial tenants in the project are
considered equal to other residents
and shall benefit from the same free-
dom of choice concerning the form of
ownership.
2. Commercial tenants shall not indulge
in any form of land speculation what-
soever; however, they are entitled
to the normal profits their business
generates, according to the service
they provide in the neighborhood.
3. Any change in use of a commercial
property shall be submitted to SPUM's
approval and eventually to the council
of residents.
Adopted: 14 for, 4 against, 4 absten-
tions.
These propositions ran countergrain, in various degrees, to some of the
directions the plan had taken at the outset.
The buildings transformed into rooming houses before Concordia, had
been owned by absentee landlords who did little or no maintenance. They
were therefore the buildings in the worst shape, which twelve years of
Concordia ownership did nothing to correct. After SPUM had completed
its architectural survey, it had identified 50 units as being uninhabitable.
Some were burned down, some in total disrepair, beyond renovation, some did
not qualify as dwelling units and were in fact, cellars. But many of these
were inhabited nonetheless. In addition, to bring the buildings up to code
required fire exits on each floor, new or wider corridors to lead to them,
and consequently, major changes in floor layouts, losing some units in the
process. Finally, some rooms were recombined into apartments. In total,
71 rooms were lost, in addition to the 50 declared uninhabitable. Maisons
St-Louis' proposition about the roomers' rights referred partially to that
issue. In their May position paper, they had requested a change of status
for "100 uninhabitable units," so that their present occupants would not
face eviction. It was never envisaged by SPUM to evict tenants, but a
proposal had been made to "regroup" existing roomers into better houses
within the project. This would also facilitate the formation and subse-
quent tasks of non-profit corporations, who would own and manage the room-
ing houses. The proposition also referred indirectly to the right of ten-
ants to remain tenant, which was part of MSL's demands of free choice of
forms of ownership.
MSL was also resisting the fact that commercial properties, the
acquisition of which was to be spread out on the rest of the cooperatives'
purchase price, would be managed by the community, through a yet to be
defined non-profit community corporation.
Except for the first statement concerning rooming house tenants as
having the same status as other residents, none of these recommendations
appeared in the final document; this was hardly a surprise, considering
that the meeting was held five days before the plan had to be submitted
to CMHC. For all practical purposes, the text could have been at the
printer's while the general assembly was being held.
CONTENTS
On October 19, only three days after the deadline, SPUM submitted
the Action Plan to CMHC. It was a 40-page report of the project analysis,
financial report and recommendations, with a 150-page appendix containing
the census data analysis, proforma statements of revenue and expense,
and of cash flow, the architectural survey and the community development
strategy. Its main purpose was to establish the feasibility of the pro-
ject, given the cost it had already incurred, the cost of the work to be
done, the available government programs and subsidies, and the expected
revenues from it, in addition to describing the way in which it would be
carried out.
The feasibility of the project, described in Figure 6, depended upon
four major items:
1. One-time capital costs and grants;
2. Anticipated carrying charges and operating subsidies;
3. Anticipated revenues from housing--current and future rents;
4. Property rollover rates.
Capital costs included acquisition and renovation costs, as well as
professional and development fees. Initial SPUM estimates for these
items, $14.2 million, were increased by $2.0 million to account for con-
tingencies. By May 1980, these total development costs had increased to
over $17. million. Capital costs were offset by two subsidies--the
Federal Residential Rehabilitation Assistance Program (RRAP), which pro-
vided $3,750 per unit, and a municipal/provincial renovation assistance
program which subsidizes up to 50% of renovation costs (up to $10,000 per
unit maximum renovation).
1. Capital
Acquisition
Renovation
Development
Initial land price
Interest (10 1/4%, 3y)
Hard costs
Fees (12%)
Property taxes
Insurance
Legal fees
Interim financing
$5,500,000
1,300,000
5,877,794
705,333
211,725
72,000
89,475
492,000
$6,800,000
6,583,129
865,200
Total Capital Costs
City/Federal Renovation Subsidies
Net Capital Cost
Contingincies
Revised Net Capital Cost*
14,248,329
( 2,938,897)
11,309,432
2,000,000
$13,309,432
(*Note: this was later raised to over $17,000,000
in May 1980)
2. Anticipated carrying charges and operating subsidies
Debt service 100%, 35 years, per year
a (2%)
b (4%)
c (6%)
d (15%) (market)
Expenses
$ 450,000
600,000
760,000
1,960,000
$ 572,000
Total operating costs
a (2%)
b (4%)
c (6%)
d (15%) (market)
$ 1,022,000
1,172,000
1,332,000
2,532,000
3. Revenues
Current rental
Net cash flow
income
a 1,000
b (151,000)
c (311,000)
d (1,511,000)
$1,021,000
Rent Increase Required
0%
15%
30%
148% (to market rents)
Figure 6: Development Plan Feasibility: SPUM October 1979.
Operating costs and carrying charges were comprised of an estimated main-
tenance/management cost of $572,000 per year, and various calculations
of debt service based upon 2%, 4%, or 6% mortgages from CMHC. Figures
for a 15% (then market interest rate) mortgages are included for compar-
ative purposes.
The maximum interest write-down is a global subsidy from CMHC, cal-
culated as the difference between the mortgage payments at current mar-
ket interest rates and the same mortgage at a 2% interest rate, for a
100%, 35-year level constant payment mortgage. This interest subsidy
need not be as low as 2%, but nonetheless can be used in three ways:
1) First, it is used to bring the rent paid by residents down to
the low end of the market rent (established by CMHC, as the
lowest rents paid in the neighborhood around the project, for
comparable units, after renovations).
2) If there is money left from the maximum amount after this adjust-
ment, its second use goes toward subsidizing the rents of mem-
bers who would, otherwise still pay more than 25% of their in-
come by paying the low-end of the market rent. Usually, cooper-
atives are required to have 15% of their members eligible for
low income public housing. Sitting tenants who are buying the
building in which they live are waived from that requirement,
provided they commit themselves to filling in subsequent vacan-
cies with rent supplement eligible tenants. In any case, this
rent subsidy is not transferable to the other cooperative mem-
bers; if there is money left over from this maximum amount, after
all paid rents have been reduced to the low end of the market,
and there are no rent supplement eligible members, the money
goes back to CMHC.
3) Finally, if there are 15% eligible members, and there is still
money left after their rents have been subsidized, the coop
can keep the money as a reserve fund, up to a maximum of $500/
unit. It can use the interest of this fund as it pleases, and
this is a different fund from the maintenance reserve created
from members' rents, for major or unexpected repairs.
The timing of the rollover of the properties is also critical to the
whole balance sheet, since the more units transferred in less time, the
less continuation and interim interest will be accumulated. Renovation
costs would also be lower. A slower turnover, however, would help the
management's1 cash flow and the community work to be carried out, but it
would run risks of increases in renovation contracts due to inflation
and the accumulating interest. Bureaucratic processing of forms, coopera-
tive charters, incorporations, applications for subsidies, payments and
site inspections from three levels of government, were also mentioned as
having a great bearing on the rollover period. Streamlining was called
for. Three scenarios were presented, slow, medium and fast rollover, the
two extremes highlighting the qualities of the moderate approach. So it
was targeted, that 150 units would be sold to the residents by May 1980,
250 units the following year, and 150 units during the last. This
scenario is as follows:
1Gestion Ste-Famille: the management entity created by SPUM to
carry on the maintenance, rent collecting and leasing activities
of the project; with the exception of two people, it was the same
crew as when Paxmil was owner.
1981
January: 115 units
August: 135 units
250
1982
January: 75 units
May: 75 units
150
Fig. 7. Rollover Process
The total number of units, 550, including commercial properties, was used
for the purposes of the study where each rooming house was counted as one
unit; if single rooms are counted as one unit, the final count, after
renovation, is of 676 units.
Before Renovation
224 rooms in 33 rooming houses
520 housing units
25 commercial units
769 units
After Renovation
153 rooms in 26 rooming houses
501 housing units
23 commercial units
676 units
Fig. 8. Unit count.
Included in the plan was the provision that commercial properties would
be absorbed by a coop or non-profit corporation at the time of purchase,
and then transferred to a community-run organization at no additional
cost. A major reason for proceeding this way, in addition to the expressed
desire that commercial properties should be acquired and managed by and
for the community, is the mixed use nature of the buildings, usually com-
mercial on ground floor and housing on top: the buildings containing the
commercial units also contain 12% of the housing in the project.
The Action Plan proved the feasibility of the Milton Park project: of
transferring the former Paxmil properties to their residents on a collective
May:
August:
TOTAL
1980
75 units
75 units
150
non-profit basis, using available programs and subsidies. The capital
costs were estimated at $13.3 M, including $6.8 M of acquisition cost and
interest; the average rent increase, after renovation, using interest
rates of 2%, 4% and 6%, would be 0%, 15% and 30%. In light of these
findings, and in order to address the primary objective of the project,
which was the physical and social preservation of the neighborhood, the
report concluded that the existing rent structure renresent the low-end
of market and not be substantially higher than residents' current rents,
once the buildings were renovated.
Low and High Ends of the Market
3) RENT SCALE
Since the Action Plan was submitted in October, 1979, a number of
its recommendations have been approved. A liaison committee, composed
of residents, SPUM and CMHC was created to oversee the realization of
the project. CMHC accepted that the commercial properties would be pur-
chased through the purchase of the houses and then handed over to a com-
munity organization. The entire project was also judged to be feasible
within the existing programs for cooperatives and non-profit organiza-
tions.
However, a major disagreement remained: the establishment of the.
final rent scale. The Negotiations Committee, composed of representa-
tives of the eight coops, two non-profit groups and SPUM, was not con-
cerned with the economic rent, set by the current (15%) market interest
rate (See Figure 6). The higher the current interest rate, the larger
the required subsidy, and the larger the amount available towards first
reducing the economic rent to low-end of market, and then towards sub-
sidizing rent supplement eligible tenants.
The Committee was very concerned, however, about the determina-
tion of the low end of market rent, which had nothing to do with either
current interest rates or the feasibility of the project, but would de-
termine the monthly payments of every resident/coop member. This scale
was set by CMHC, based upon market studies of comparable renovated units.
The Committee's firm commitment to allowing existing residents to remain
in the project once their apartment was renovated, was translated into a
will to obtain a near 0% rent increase. The low-end of the market had
to be established at the existing rent levels.
SPUM's survey of 72 comparable units in neighboring areas had found
that the project's current rents were already not the lowest. (See
figure 9.)
Rent scale per bedroom count (monthly rent unheated)
Milton Park 1 br 2 br 3 br 4 br
Project Area 122 167 168 171
Renovated buildings 131 163-170 151-174 175-200
in neighboring areas
Fig. 9 SPUM market study of rents in comparable units in surrounding area.
CMHC, on the other hand, had already established the low end of market
rent scale, per bedroom count. The lowest increase was that of the single
rooms (20%), while the 4-bedroom apartments were the most severely hit
(59% increase). On average, CMHC was proposing rent increases in the pro-
ject, after renovations, of 44%. CMHC had suddenly become the new Con-
cordia.
The cooperative housing program had never been designed to fight
displacement. Its major uses outside Quebec had been in new building,
increasing the housing stock "at affordable rents, for low and moderate
income households" and stimulating the economy at the same time. By set-
ting the "maximum acquisition cost" (which, in this case, was not a point
of negotiation, the properties having already been purchased) and the
low end of market rents, CMHC could actually control its relationship to
the private sector and see to it that cooperative housing would not com-
pete with it. In this particular project, at the scale of operation that
was under way, in the location it was, the 654 units, once renovated,
would create a new housing market. What this market could bear was evi-
denced by the private rehabilitation activity flourishing across down-
town neighborhoods. The office towers and department stores of the central
business district two blocks to the south, with upcoming projects of cor-
porate headquarters, shops, cafds and entertainment sprinkled throughout,
teaching institutions, excellent public transportation, and two levels of
underground retail (three cinemas, a supermarket, restaurants, etc.) in
the middle of the project, all contributed to rightly assess, from a real-
tor's point of view, that a complete renovation of the six block neighbor-
hood would create its "higher and better use" and could yield revenues in
proportion to that value. There was some self-defeating clumsiness (and
irony) in explaining to members of the former Milton Park Citizens'
Committee that the reason their new rents would be so high was because
ofthe amenities provided by La Cit6.
As a federal agency administering social housing programs, CMHC
also needed to get more mileage out of every dollar of investment/subsidy
it has in its portfolio. For the same initial maximum amount (determined
by the difference between mortgage payments at market interest rate and
at 2% interest rate), the less money that goes towards the first use (re-
ducing economic rent to low end of market rent), the more money is avail-
able for its second use: subsidizing tenants eligible for the rent sup-
plement program. If there are no such tenants, CMHC gets it money back.
Therefore, in this perspective, the low end of market rent acted as a
valve to adjust the flow of subsidy going to moderate-income household,
while increasing its availability to low income households. In the
absence of low-income tenants not needing the second-round, and with house-
holds able to pay higher rents, there was no public policy achieved in
over-subsidizing the project and city residents.
The rest of the discussion about what really were the market rents
in the area, was a moot point. Both sides could have produced extensive
independent market studies, proving without a doubt that the other was
wrong (not without resemblance to the environmental impact studies' bat-
tles-,in the U.S.). In this particular neighborhood of downtown Montreal,
rents are much higher towards the west (McGill University area), and much
lower towards the east and north (immigrant neighborhoods), and there
are comparable renovated apartments in both areas.
Still, if the immediate area was understood to include both ends of
a range, wasn't it appropriate to point to the lowest of these, as the
name of the rent scale suggested? CMHC determined the low end of market
scale in December, and sent the study to SPUM in March, only after an
angry letter from Phyllis Lambert, summarizing the Negotiations Commit-
tee's meetings, had requested it from CMHC President, Raymond Hession.
Hession's letter, of April 11, confirmed CMHC's position:
"The preliminary scale of rents for the various unit types after
renovation will be established by CNHC at the lower end of mar-
ket, in accordance with the normal NHA criteria and practices for
assisted housing projects. The final rents will be set at a later
date, as individual co-op and non-profit projects are submitted
for approval with the required supporting detail.
It is certainly important that CMHC's rationale for the prelimi-
nary scale of rents be clear to SPUM and to the community, and
that you have the opportunity to discuss the matter fully. I
understand our Montreal office has now given SPUM a written
report, with its back-up data for establishing the lower end of
market rent.
When the lower end of market for the renovated units has been
determined by CMHC, this may indeed result in rent increases.
However, residents with low income can then receive additional
financial help to lower their rent, in accordance with the
established policies and practices for gearing rent to income.
We cannot be sure exactly how this will relate to the present
tenants since detailed information about them has not been
obtained, but the full extent of normal NHA program assistance
would be available, which has been the explicit basis for CMHC's
support, as set out in the original agreement with SPUM. I think
it is therefore incumbent on SPUM and the community to recognize
the possibility that some of the existing residents may eventually
need to relocate, if not outside the Milton Park area, at least
to a different unit within the overall project."
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This set fire to the Negotiations Committee. A strong strategy had to be
devised. On April 15, a 6-page working paper was drafted, complete with
the history of the neighborhood, the contract with CMHC, the negotiations
on the rent scale, and the consequences for the community. Annexed were
photos of the community, the community rent scales and evaluators report,
CMHC rent scale, a revenue census of the residents of two cooperatives
within the project, Milton Park and Du Nordet, the rent scales of other
Montreal cooperatives, and a series of statements from different sources
expressing support for the Milton Park project. The package was ready to
go to press, on May 1st, if the negotiations did not satisfy the community.
Excerp ts from the package include:
(After having established renovation and developments costs)
"...We then looked at the community as if it were one large co-op
We found that these costs could be financed without affecting
rents within the CMH1C non-profit programme. This is possible
for two reasons:
1. The CMHC programme calls for the establishment of a low-
end of market rent;
2. Co-ops and non-profit projects must have a rent scale that can
be accommodated somewhere between an interest rate of 2% and
the going market interest over 35 years.
The Milton Park rent scale met both of these criteria. As a com-
munity of 2000 people, we felt our rent scales constituted the
low-end of market. And our rent scale was feasible within the
2% and market interest rate. We awaited a favorable response
from CMHC
... We have yet to receive a favorable response from CMHC; on the
contrary, our spokespeople have become increasingly dismayed by
the rigidity and anti-social positions adopted by GMHC especially
the bureaucrats at the Montreal office. Over the past five (5)
months (December through April) there has been a series of meet-
ings, negotiating sessions, letters and phone calls. All to no
avail! CMHC insists that the new rent scale should be on the
average nearly 50% higher for the community, raising rental value
from nearly $1. million to nearly $1.4 million for the residential
units. For Co-op du Nordet this would mean a 38% average rent
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increase, whereas for Co-9p Milton Parc, the increase would be
closer to 65%. It is true that the CMHC programme offers a rent
subsidy for anyone whose new rent would be more than 25% of
income. But we have no desire to see the entire community re-
vert to income-testing nor to see everyone's rent raised to 25%
of income.
It was in December that CMHC first announced what they felt our
rents should be. At that time, they provided no explanations,
no justification except to state that their studies of the sur-
rounding area indicated that our rents were too low. They refused
to give us a copy of their study that supposedly justified such
exhorbitant increases to reach the low-end of market rent.
On March 24, GHC finally provided us a copy of their study of
low-end of market. Their report is a classic example of arriv-
ing at a conclusion before reflection, or if you wish, arranging
the evidence to justify a pre-determined conclusion. In effect,
the report contains so many errors of facts and figures, as well
as incorrect information, that it is impossible not to believe
that on March 24, CMHC was attempting to justify retroactively
the conclusions they had reached in December.
... If CMHC continues to insist on unrealistically higher rents,
it quite simply will force a significant number of the community's
residents to leave. While perhaps allowing for the structural
survival of the area, the higher rents at best would result in
the displacement of the community by an enclave of expensive town-
houses, that only tenants of significantly higher affluence might
be expected to rent.
...In many ways, it is difficult not to associate the CMHC stance
with that of a developer: increase land values, increase profits,
act in accordance with market rather than social values. To us,
the residents of Milton Park, the new threat from CMHC to our com-
munity parallels that of LaCit6 ten years earlier. At that time
we were not heard loudly enough; hopefully, today, the kinds of
concerns we are raising will fall upon sympathetic ears."
Any federal agency in Canada is not without some history of strains with
local communities. In fact, outside Ontario, everyone either feels
"abandoned by Ottawa" or else a victim of "The Helping Hand Strikes
Again." But in Quebec, the federal-provincial tension has always been
a cultural and political conflict. In the housing field, the Societe
d'Habitation du Quebec had sought increasing autonomy in recent years,
especially since the Parti Quibecois took office in 1976. As an agency,
they were very close to the small cooperatives they had helped set up.
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At the economic summit on Cooperatives, organized by the Quebec government
in February, 1979 the Minister of State for Economic Development had
announced that the SHQ would now guarantee 100% loans to housing cooper-
atives. These would have access to a renovation program called Opera-
tion Solidarits Economique (OSE), subsidizing the renovation costs up
to 90%, and basing final rents on a 12% to 15% increase of rents before
renovation. In addition, it increased its regular subsidy to coopera-
tives from $1500 to $3000.1
A crown corporation, CMHC had to adjust to these struggles. It had
recently given lip service to local autonomy by handing over to the SHQ
federally insured foreclosed projects. In most instances, however,
CGHC was a favorite target whenever the notion of bureaucratic federal
intrusion needed to beillustrated.
The Montreal office had the added problem of receiving its orders
from Ottawa, usually after the local decisions had been made, and respond-
ing to a large city's constituency. It had no other authority check
than the Head office, unlike smaller towns, where the mayors would closely
watch housing activities. The Head office, on the other hand, had direct
authority checks from members of Cabinet, always very "politically respon-
sible."
The referendum on Quebec's Sovereignty-Association was to be held
on May 20. By threatening to go public on May 1st, the Negotiations Com-
mittee was banking on an already electrically charged atmosphere to send
thunder bolt signals to Ottawa. The Committee made it clear to everyone
concerned that unless CMHC conceeded to their demands, the media would
'This is a direct capital subsidy, given after renovations. The
interests of which are used to reduce the members' monthly payments;
provincial aid had not been mentioned in the Plan, because it did not
affect the renovation costs or the debt service calculations.
WE : -
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know exactly how anti-social the federal government was, in displacing a
substantial number of tenants out of a neighborhood it bought, by raising
rents to levels it decided.
Whether this particular strategy was the sole pressure acting on
CMHC's decision-making at the time, or the only source of demands for
program revision, is doubtful. Again the issue was to outdo the Parti
Quebecois on its own ground, and non-profit housing as a social policy was
a favored platform. Whether SPUM's sta-ge setters had gained enough clout
to have an impact is less doubtful. The new rent scale, negotiated be-
tween SPUM and CMHC's Mbntreal officials, was signed in Ottawa on
April 30.
CHMC
BEDROOM EXISTING RENTS LOW END OF
UNITS COUNT JULY 79 MARKET RENT % INCREASE
153 Room $ 71 $ 85 20%
122 Studio 96 150 56
165 1 bdrm 124 180 45
106 2 bdrm 163 220 35
69 3 bdrm 169 250 48
17 4 bdrm 173 275 59
7 5 bdrm 186 290 56
15 cottage 285 380 30
654 AVERAGE $158 $228 44%
Fig. 12. Rent scale established by CMHC. December, 1980.
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BEDROOM
UNITS COUNT EXISTING NEW % INCREASE
153 Room $ 71 $ 76 7%
122 Studio 96 103 7
165 1 bdrm 124 133 7
106 2 bdrm 163 174 7
69 3 bdrm 169 181 7
17 4 bdrm 173 185 7
7 5 bdrm 186 199 7
15 cottage 285 305 7
654 AVERAGE $158 $170 7%
Fig. 13. Rent scale established by CMHC and SPUM. May, 1980.
In this case of cooperatives, where tenants were buying buildings in which
they were living, the new rent sale was based on the old one. Each case
would be reviewed individually, and the condition was reiterated where
15% of the members had to be eligible to the rent supplement program.
A contingency of 10% was fixed as the maximum possible increase in cost§
beyond which cooperative members could expect to see their rents go up.
The project could now go ahead. People would know what rents to
expect after renovations. A general assembly in early June was announced
in the May issue of the bulletin, inviting the neighborhood to come and
learn about the renovations' process, temporary relocation, landscape
proposals for the yards and lanes, and more about the cooperatives and
their territories.
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C. SPUM'S STRUCTURE & OBJECTIVES
INTRODUCTION
With the 7% rent increase won, the economic advantages of coopera-
tive and non-profit forms of ownership overwhelmingly outweighed those
of private ownersip. Negociations between SPUM and MSL had been discon-
tinued sometime in March, while SPUM discussed proposed rent levels
with CNHC. After the general assembly on June 8, SPUM representatives
were to meet with MSL and offer them two options: incorporation as a
charitable non-profit organization or no participation. Residents who
could afford to buy their houses and chose not to participate in coopera-
tives, would be displaced by non-profit groups.
Let us go back to SPUM's objectives, and
examine the compatibility of different tenure options, particularly
those advocated by MSL and SPUM, with those objectives.
From Heritage Montreal, whose purpose was to help promote and
fund urban conservation, to the Socist6 du Patrimoine Urbain de Montreal,
the objective of preservation was the same. Within the particular con-
text of this project, to manage the renovation of the six block Milton
Park neighborhood, this objective had two components: physical preserva-
tion of the buildings and social preservation of the neighborhood.
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The tie between Heritage Montreal and the community, and the reason
why Phyllis Lambert became involved, was Lucia Kowaluk and the group of
active residents who were fighting Concordia, the Milton Park Citizen's
Committee. This group acted as the sponsor and mandate giver to Heri-
tage Montreal, but added its own objective: a commitment to redress
the inequities inflicted upon low-income people by the normal workings
of the private market. In Milton Park, this involved fighting demo-
lition, social isolation and political disenfranchisement. Both
lead to goals of building a community and ensuring its self-control.
Means of attaining these goals involved obtaining access to the possession
of living space at the lowest possible cost, and maintaining access to
decision-making in the management of that living space. Cooperative
housing offered to the residents the mechanism for achieving these goals.
In order to commence building up a cooperative structure in the
neighborhood, MPCC brought in James McGregor, a founding member of the
Conseil de D4veloppement du Logement Communautaire. Loosely translated
as Council for the Development of Collective Housing, CDLC was the first
group in Montreal to work on the transfer of power from landlords to
tenants and from tenants to self-managed groups, cooperatives. Later
NPCC and SPUM established ties with the Pointe St-Charles' Legal Clinic,
(Robert Cohen and John Gardiner) whose similar objective was to deliver
a service to low-income people to help them gain autonomy and equalize
the power distribution. A core staff was hired, including community
work skills, financial and administrative skills associated with setting
up cooperatives; and architectural skills. These latter included the
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GRT, Technical Resource Groups funded by the provincial government, set
up especially to provide forming cooperatives with the expertise needed
to acquire and renovate buildings. This particular collusion of people
and forces gave SPUM and MPCC its objectives:
1. the a) social preservation of the neighborhood
b) physical preservation of the neighborhood
2. its transfer to the residents under forms of a) non-profit and/or
b) collective ownership
3. its control by the community
Mixed-use in the neighborhood: commercial on ground floor, housing above.
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I. Preservation
As for crab apples in the fall, raspberries and tomatoes, to
conserve or to preserve does not mean to petrify for eternity in a seal-
ed jar. It means: "to keep in a safe or sound state" and "to keep safe
from injury, harm, or destruction; to protect; to keep alive, intact or
free from decay."1
To restore implies more action, more effort: "to give back; return;
to put or bring back into existence or use, into a former or original
state." The restoration of paintings, of monuments or tapestries, implied
an original quality, lost over time or in other more violent causes. In
architecture, restoration generally applies to single buildings, usually
of historic value or artistic interest.
To rehabilitate implies more than restoration. It involves giving
to it a new life, and insisting on its good functioning; "to restore to
a former capactiy, to restore to a state of good efficiency, good manage-
ment or solvency; to restore to a condition of health or usefulness or
constructive activity."2 Temporarily handicapped people and mental
patients go through rehabilitation. Moving away from single buildings,
neighborhood rehabilitation implies the restoration of interactions
1Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary
2ibid
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among components which once gave it its life: commercial and social
activities, community uses, public spaces, infrastructure improvements,
in addition to housing.
Still moving further away, to revitalize is "to give new life," as
in commercial revitalization, and does not necessarily require physical
rehabilitation, although many architects would like to think that brick
sidewalks trees and benches, store-front redesign and signage control are
all that it takes. Neighborhood revitalization planning includes needs
identification, resource allocation strategies, marketing techniques to
attract job providing industries, commerces and services, program
coordination, exploration of joint venture opportunities, and usually
some measure of physical rehabilitation or renovation.
The physical preservation of the neighborhood describes a clear task.
Saved from demolition, buildings need to be saved from disrepair.
Renovations to the buildings will instill a new life and appearance along
its streets, build up neighborhood pride and confidence and induce
further improvements to the exterior spaces, attract commercial
activity, increase the demand for housing and municipal services. But
these activities by themselves are not enough.
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1) SOCIAL PRESERVATION
In light of these definitions, what is the social preservation of
the neighborhood?
Is it to restore its original population? At what point in time?
If it is to be the very origins of the nieghborhood, then its residents
will be of the haute bourgeois, i.e., with live-in servants for the
desired mix of low-income households. Obviously, this is no more the
intent than to unsubdivide rooming houses and restore them to their
original state.
At a later date, Milton Park was inhabited by middle-income young
professionals and civil servants moving up income and status ladders.
They stayed there until the more expensive single family houses of
other neighborhoods were financially accessible. These residents, who
sold to the landlords and speculators of the 1960's, will these people
be invited back?
In the 1960's, landlords ranged from small resident owners to
absentee slumlords, and tenants ranged from moderate income professionals,
to low-income families, to students.
From the Concordia era until now, a core of leading activists has
been seeking equalization of housing rights for themselves and for a
silent majority of "others;" most of the "others" were, and still are
today, low-income people, whose first recourse against the erosion of
the control of their lives, especially their housing situation, was to
abolish the particular relationship of landlord to tenant, which often
involves exploitation through profit making and speculation on the
exchange-value of land. Some of the "others," however, were not in
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that situation. While part of that silent majority, and equal in their
housing condition, they were proviledged in the control of their lives,
either through education or income or both.
The neighborhood has lived through a period of ten years of social
mix, including low, moderate and high incomes; including unskilled,
unemployed and immigrant working classes, as well as college professors,
self-employed free-lancers and professionals, all renting from Concordia.
All within a block or two of each other. As Milton Park was organizing,
new forms of tenure arose, and the differences between these forms would
be important in determining who would be able to live in the project.
The cooperative form already had a ten year history of trial and
error. It was firmly held by the core leaders as being the ideal state
for themselves and for the others: being landlord and tenant at the same
time, the cooperative could not only replace the typical landlord-tenant
relationship, but because of its structure, could reduce costs and transfer
equal shares of responsibility and control to its members.
The non-profit corporation was a way to keep existing, low-income
residents in the neighborhood, while not depending entirely on their
capacity of self-organization and management. These two forms are also
the most affordable for low-income households, because of substantial
Federal and local subsidies attached to them.
Private ownership, and its collective variants, corresponded to
the life-styles, means and aspirations of some of the residents within
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the neighborhood's silent majroity. It involves little control over long-
term decisions and correspondingly little responsibility--beyond paying
rent on time.
The introduction of new forms of tenure into the neighborhood, and
not simply the restoration of original tenures, suggests that the conserva-
tion and preservation of the nieghborhood's social mix would comment a
mixture of tenure types. But SPUM is committed to cooperative/non-profit
structures in an attempt to preserve housing opportunities for low-income
households.
Demolition was the threat to the physical neighborhood.
Displacement is the threat to the social neighborhood. Renovation also,
of course, however, can cause economic displacement. It does, on the
private market, it has been done by governments (urban renewal
rehabilitation) and it was about to be unintentionally repeated by
CMHC with their proposed increase in post-renovation rents.
SPUM's cooperative and non-profit groups can continue to form.
The question then becomes, will another type of displacement occur,
a dismemberment of the neighborhood, at both ends of its social spectrum:
from the minority who can afford private ownership and will move elsewhere
to find it, and from low-income tenants wo do not want to join cooperatives
and/or subject themselves to revenue control, leaving a somewhat
Homoenieons and concentrated social group -in between.
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Private, single and collective ownership without tenants would not
be detrimental to other tenure types, except in as much as it would con-
stitute an encroachment of the private market into the neighborhood.
However, MSL's positions, both at beginning and near end of negotiations,
maintained that resale price and conditions would be controlled, subject
to SPUM approval; that no building would be sold before a period of five
years; that promise of sale and deed of sale agreements between itself
and its members would incorporate such conditions. The policing needed
to enforce these conditions would be substantial, greater than among
coops and non-profit groups because of the individual, not collective,
control. The guarantees that cooperatives and non-profits will forever
remain outside of the private market, are subject to larger scale market
forces, upon the effects of mortgage foreclosure. No housing coopera-
tive has defaulted yet in Quebec, and the strong non-profit coalition
that their members have created would like to become an autonomous
sector in urban housing. This suggests that a Federation of Coops at the
city or provincial level may very well create a special insurance fund to
protect coops from default.
Private rental accomodations would cater to transient moderate-
and upper-income tenants, corresponding to existing groups in the neigh-
borhood; each of whom desires the independance and convenience of a rental
accomodation, even if at higher cost. Small, local housing markets, such
as the resident-owner duplex and triplex, tend to develop internal ties
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and do not obey the economic laws of profit maximization.
In short, a mixture of tenure types, including private ownership
option, with a predominance of non-profit cooperatives and organizations,
would not only reflect the existing social composition of the Milton
Park neighborhood, but would preserve its continuing mix. Otherwise,
the particular social rehabilitation foreseen might very well fall under
another definition of the verb to rehabilitate: "to restore to good re-
pute by vindicating" as in the rehabilitation of marginals, dissidents
and minorities into a well-processed standard societal norm. In this
case, this societal norm has been established as collective and non-profit.
lSee Krohn, Roger, Berkeley Fleming and Marily Manzer. The Other Econ-
omy. The Internal Logic of Local Rental Housing. Peter Martin
Associates. Montreal. 1977.
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2) PHYSICAL PRESERVATION
There is little difficulty in agreeing that all tenure types could
be accomodated in the physical preservation of the neighborhood. Both
MSL and SPUM's goals included renovating the houses. The question is, to
what degree, at what cost, and at who's expense?
The availability of capital grant subsidies, and below market
interest rate loans differs substantially for cooperatives, non-profits,
and private owners. MPCC and SPUM were committed to obtaining the maximum
amount of renovation subsidy from federal, provincial, and city govern-
ments, at the lowest feasible price to residents, and sharing these funds
equitably among all units. MSL, however, working on behalf of certain
residents already located in better quality units, sought subsidies and
financing for those units alone, and not all units, regardless of condi-
tion.
Cooperatives, non-profits, and private individuals or landlords can
obtain renovation funds from the federal government under the Federal
Residential Rehabilitation Assistance Program. RRAP - is landlords
and other private owners with low interest loans of up to $10,000, pro-
viding they agree to certain rent controls, if tenants are involved.
Cooperatives and non-profits, however, are eligible for a grant of $3,750
per unit, providing total renovation costs are over $10,000. Since
Milton Park renovation costs averaged over $10,000 per unit, it should
be assumed that the full $3750 would be available.
The City of Montreal administers a joint provincial/municipal reno-
vation program which currently provides 50% of all net renovation costs,
but is not combinable with other public grant subsidies.
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At the beginning of the SPUM-MSL negotiations in May 1979, the
program offered only 25% of a maximum of $10,000 renovation work ($2,500/
unit) for cooperatives and non-profit groups, and of 50% of same maximum
for private owners, (to offset the absence of Federal subsidy). Montreal
later changed its own program to 50% of all renovation costs, without
limit, but subtracts from the allowed 50% grant any additional subsidies
such as the RRAP grants to cooperatives and non-profit groups. In
Milton Park, the city's outlay would have been three times as much to
private owners as to non-profit groups (i.e. 50% of average renova-
tion cost, $5,425, - RRAP $3,750 = $1,675 per unit; versus 50% of average
renovation cost, $5,425 - 0 = $5,425). Obviously pursuing its own objec-
tives of increasing its property tax base, the city doesn't care where
it comes from, as long as revitalization goes on: by giving everyone a
50% subsidy, it favors higher income households and unsubsidized owners.
Additionally the SHQ (Quebec Housing Office) offers a capital grant
of $3,000 per unit to cooperatives only, upon completion of renovation,
for the express purpose of reducing operating costs and therefore rents.
SPUM anticipates investing these funds and using the income to reduce
rents by approximately $25 per month.
In its negotiations with SPUM representatives, the city has even
mentioned the possibility of deducting the SHQ $3,000 per unit capital
subsidy from the local renovation grant, which would mean no subsidy at
all from the city: ($5425 allowed - $3750 (RRAP) - $3000 (SHQ)). This
is totally unfair, since the SHQ's is a capital grant to be used for
operating subsidy.
The fourth major subsidy available to cooperatives and non-profits
hut not to private households is that of the CMHC property acquisition
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and subsequent mortgage guarantee and interest subsidy, which can reduce
the effective mortgage rate to 2% for the first three years. This quite
substantial long-term subsidy, calculated in the negotiations between
SPUM and CMHC, was determined on the basis of projected cash flow for
the project and tne agreed upon rent structure of 7% above current levels. It
is this subsidy which gives non-profit associations and cooperatives a
substantial economic edge over private ownership.
The second question involved in the physical renovation debate at
Milton Park concerned the levels of renovation proposed by SPUM, MSL, and
others, the spatial distribution of that work, and the calculation of
its value.
In MSL's scheme, renovation costs were lower for the properties in
good condition, buildings needing more code improvements, or those in greater
state of disrepair, in particular, typically, the rooming houses. With
local subsidies available at 50%, without an upper limit, each house
could be financed and renovated individually with no loss of subsidy for
those requiring greater work. The financial burden, however,for residents
whose buildings needed more work would be greater. The burden would
fall first on the people least able to pay--those in rooming houses and
those whose rents were lower because of building quality. SPUM and MPCC,
on the other hand, averaged renovation costs over the entire neighborhood,
as well as proposing an average base property value across the develop-
ment, to achieve an end result whereby every unit was of equivalent
value and rent, after renovation. To this end SPUM has endeavored to:
1) Even out the municipal assessments on each property, which
are lowest on Ste-Famille and Jeanne-Mance, and highest on
Park and Hutchinson.
2) Estimate renovation costs individually for each building,
using a building per building survey.
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3) Renovation costs (highs and lows) to obtain maximum available
subsidies which were based upon a percent of per-building
maximum. (If, for instance, certain buildings required
greater than maximum and others required less, then the over-
all subsidy by previous rules would be less if calculated
individually.)
The Development Plan for Milton Park (October 1979) eventually proposed
an acquisition formula for cooperatives, whereby each would pay an amount
for property dependent upon the amount of renovation required, rents
collected, tax assessments and other operating costs.
This formula avoided the complications of redistributing municipal
assessments and came up with the best balance yet: the greater the reno-
vations needed, the lower the purchase price. Once all rents in the
neighborhood had been adjusted to an average for each bedroom count cate-
gory (within which rents could be further adjusted in proportion to size),
there still remained only one variable: renovation costs and the actual
work to be done.
SPUM included in their Development Plan considerably more renova-
tion than MSL. MSL included only essential repairs to structural, elec-
trical, plumbing and heating systems. Everything else, "cosmetics," has
to be assumed by individual owners after purchase. This way the purchase
price would be lower, the first mortgages easier to carry, and the fin-
ishes to be done overtime, according to individual tastes and means.
This formula would only be possible for owners in single family
houses, condominums and co-ownership situations. Otherwise the costs
would be passed to tenants in rent increases, bringing unequal rents
between cooperatives and private landlords' tenants. Alternately, cos-
metic repairs and spatial renovations would not be done. One exception
to this would have been cases where only basic repairs were needed and
no extra costs would have been incurred. In fact, many of MSL members
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claimed that the houses they lived in did not need more than minimal
repairs, and couldn't understand the higher renovation figures estimated
by SPUM. A conbination of inexperience in knowing what repairs and al-
terations to do to bring buildings up to code, and in estimating the
cost of such work, was at the base of the discrepancies between per-
ceived needs. Upon closer analysis, renovation cost figures would have
probably approached those of SPUM. Furthermore, in residential rehabil-
itation, it is very difficult to draw a line between essential renova-
tion work and the ensuing finishing work, and even more difficult to make
this line coincide with a division between common and individual renova-
tions. All basic systems are in the walls: any upgrading of structural,
electrical or plumbing conditions require partial demolition of the walls,
and refinishing. Bathrooms and kitchens often had to be redone, and
coordination of plumbing necessary among stacked up units included not
only pipes but equipment. Code requirements regarding fire exits (one on
each floor), width.of corridors leading to them and minimum space require-
ments for studios, sometimes necessitated the complete new layout of a
rooming house or apartment house floor. All of this work requires archi-
tectural services. MSL had foreseen hiring architects for the purpose,
just as it was hiring a notary for all the legal work involved in the
transfers. With construction, they would have found out that there were
substantial savings, even on a small building, in doing all the work at
once. Beyond that, bulk contracts, both on materials and labor, could
produce still further savings.
As to the renovations themselves to be done, MSL committed itself
to follow the National Building Code (NBC) for older buildings, knowing
how local enforcement is less rigorous than CMHC's scrutiny. However,
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MSL would have had to abide by these anyhow if any form of CNHC money-
loans, mortgages, insurance., etc.--was being sought. The protests about
minimum length kitchen counters, closets in bedrooms that never had any,
floor levelling, the elimination of angle steps in common stairways,
were typical of residents unfamiliar with code requirements, and were
mostly items MSL preferred to consider as individual improvements. SPUM
was forced to redesign entire floors to comply with the NBC before
obtaining CMHC funds. The more rigid adherence to standards helps to
increase the life expectancy of a building to at least the duration of
the mortgage (35 years for cooperatives and non-profit groups). In
this sense, the subsidy is recovered through a better housing stock that
generates further money transfers, and the general economy is thus
healthier. The city's subsidies are similarly recovered after a few
years of increased taxes from the improved and reassessed property.
Above and beyond code requirements, there remained certain de-
cisions which were beyond the scope of individual residents or even
cooperatives. Whole apartments, some of them of the larger duplex type,
were completely redesigned, in the name of a more "rational utilization"
of space. Community standards were established by architects working
with SPUM to treat outdoor spaces as communal spaces, eliminating
fences, additions, and outdoor storage spaces, identifying pedestrian
paths, and gathering points, and transitional zones between private and
public domain.
Most of these decisions were to be taken by individual coops and
non-profit associations, once in management of their property, although
the initial tone was set by the oldest coops and MPCC. It further iden-
tified and isolated those who did not share in these cooperative aspira-
tions.
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People under different tenure types react differently to renovations:
More care is taken by residents with a long-term commitment to their apart-
ment. More is learned from the experience of setting up the cooperative
and devising a development plan than by individual owners working with an
architect or tenants choosing floor tile colors only. Client satisfaction
is directly proportioned to information: in groups where decisions were
made together, and where opinions were compared and tested, initial de-
mands were readjusted, and a feeling of ownership developed from the pro-
cess.
From the experience of other coops, such exchanges and learning are
a function of the personal commitment of members and the time and energy
they spend in the process. Future tenants of a non-profit organization,
unless already identified and specifically required to participate in the
decisions, are absent from this series of events. Some elderly were
reticent to the very idea of renovations: it-was a big eraser of their
past.
Although the team of architects made every possible effort to
take into consideration each tenant's views regarding the renovation of
the unit and building, there were still requirements to be met which left
little range for choice. Code enforcement is a matter for information ses-
sions rather than opinion collection.
In conclusion, it is reasonable to assume that for those buildings
sharing the blight of disrepair and/or substandard layouts, the costs
would have been similar, or less for SPUM. Separation of major from minor
renovation would have proven more costly for than all-at-once work, and
have been passed on to tenants. Access to decision making in the
Interviews with coop members.
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preparation of plans and control of charges is a characteristic of both
cooperatives and all forms of ownership and not of th-e rental tenure,
whether under a non-profit or private landlord.
Milton Park used
as design
project for the .....
School of
Architecture of
the University
of Montreal;
each block,
with lanes and
yards, presented
to the community
at the general
assembly of
June 8, 1980.
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II. Ownership
1) COLLECTIVE
The objective of collectively owning housing services stems dir-
ectly from four principles, associated with the cooperative movement
itself:I
a) Collective ownership creates a collective capital which
can never revert back to individual capital and therefore
represents permanent benefits for its members; the value
remains with the property.
b) It enforces the democratic rule of one member, one vote,
giving each member equal power in decision-making and con-
trol of the property.
c) It favors mutual assistance, working together, sharing
responsibilities. Through common work, costs are re-
duced; thereby retaining resources within the organi-
zation.
The cooperative movement's foundation dates back to the formation of
the Rockdale Society of Equitable Pioneers, in northern England. It
was preceeded by the associationist socialism of Robert Owens and
Charles Fourrier who proposed to resolve the social question by the
creation of small closed groups who would absorb within them all the
labor force of their members. The six principles of the Internation-
al Cooperative Alliance were adopted in Vienna in 1966, These were:
1)voluntary and open access; 2) democratic authority; 3) limited
interest on capital; 4) proportional redistribution; 5) education;
and 6) intercooperation.
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d) It increases each member's responsibility, education and
skills in joint management; establishing the basis for
increased responsibility in society.
In contrast, principles of private ownership rest on the following:
a) Individual ownership creates individual capital by taking
value out of the property at each point of resale; it rests
on the freedom of access to the market.
b) It establishes total individual control of the property. The
legal right to dispose, use or profit from the property rests
with the owner.
c) It favors independence of lifestyle, exercise of personal
choice and autonomy in decision-making.
Whereas the issue of collective versus private capital is clear-cut,
the conflict between sharing and retaining independence is less defined.1
The exercise of ownership rights on a piece of property can depend on
perceptions as well as legal definitions. The extent to which a
cooperative member feels more of an "owner" when leasing from his
corporation, than does a tenant leasing from a private landlord, varies
widely, depending on the level of involvement and responsibility he is
willing to invest, degree of use, and conceptions of territoriality.
Similarly, a democratic structure does not automatically yield democratic
participation of members: access to and exercise of decision-
1lInterviews with MSL members revealed that the collective life-style was
the overriding factor for opposing the cooperative idea, even stronger
than the foregone income from collective ownership without capitalization.
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making appears to be more a function of socio-economic profile than of
tenure.
While advocates of cooperatives often stress qualities associated
with private ownership,to describe their merits (increased pride and
care taken in the property from the knowledge of owning it, elimination
of the landlord, self-interest built into cost management), the set of
legal by-laws which apply to the cooperative are those that govern the
landlord-tenant relationship. Indeed, some cooperatives have been faced
with rent strikes from their own members requesting audiences with the
Rental Board, and more participation in the management of their organ-
ization. 2
Legal aspects which need to be defined, in order for the coooera-
tive tenure to emerge as a distinct type from both rental and owner-
ship, include:
a) definition of a "right of occupancy", which could be used
against loans in lieu of the physical unit: if member de-
faults on payments, the cooperative sells his right of
occupancy on the market and pays back his debts; this
formula approximates what is currently being used in the
Swedish cooperative system;
Sullivan, Donald. Cooperative Housing and Community Development.
New York, 1969.
2 The Quebec Federation of Cooperatives, at the end of their unsuccess-
ful program, Coop-Habitat (1968-1971), had forced itself into a position
of absentee landlord, through a lack of cooperative organization at
the base.
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b) codification of the way this right of occupancy can be
transferred from member to member; in particular,
-in the absence of a time limitation normally provided by
a lease;
-in the case of resignations, death, leave of absence and
rights of family members;
-in the determination, if any, of an indemnity at departure,
which are the various types of capitalization available
to variations of the cooperative tenure.
c) respective responsibilities between the cooperative and
its individual members regarding maintenance, and manage-
ment; the rights of a member to designate his successor,
in relationship to the general assembly's veto power.
d) relationship of the cooperative tenure with other tenure
types: rights of individuals to change from one to an-
other, within a building, housing complex, rental prop-
erty, etc.
The need to secure a high percentage of tenants' voluntary adhesion
to the cooperative tenure, not only is the basis of the first principle
of cooperation, but has been described as a protective measure against
landlords' discharging of improfitable ventures on unsuspecting tenants
and/or avoiding rent control. 1
lA proposed legislation was recently (June, 1980) defeated in New York
State whereby the percentage of tenants' approval to convert a building
to cooperative ownership, would have been increased from 35% to 65%.
It had been supported by tenants' associations and was successfully op-
posed by the real estate and city administration lobby, who both benefit
from more conversions.
I3I
Within Milton Park, the SPUM and MPC goals of collective ownership
were conditioned by the desires, mentioned above, to maintain housing pay-
ments for residents at the lowest possible levels, to increase each resi-
dents' control of his/her housing situation, over the long term, and to
allow existing residents to remain in their units after they were renovat-
ed. The perceived elimination of the landlord-tenant relationship, and
the long term protection of the use of each unit for low and middle income
families were key aspects.
Cooperative and non-profit, charitable ownership of property allow-
ed these intentions to be achieved. Private ownership - whether indivi-
dual, co-ownership, or condominium ownership did not. While these forms
were attractive to a small proportion of Milton Park residents - particu-
larly those with the means to buy property (Milton Park or elsewhere),
they were not ideologically acceptable to NPCC nor were they allowable
by the terms of the CMHC-SPUM contract.
Non-profit organizations are also characterized by their collective
capital and the restriction on returns to individual members. In housing,
the essential difference between a cooperative and a non-profit is that
in the first, members jointly own a corporation, and as shareholders,
lease from it; in the second, tenants lease from an organization which
they do not own or control.
Non-profit groups are eligible to the same CMHC interest write-down
subsidy, except that it is used for market rent levels and not low -end-
of-the-market. Additionally, rents are revised every year. In Milton
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Park, these differences between cooperatives and non-profit corporations
were abolished by a unique rent scale for all units based on pre-renova-
tion rents. However, non-profit groups are not eligible to either of the
provincial start-up grant or capital subsidy. Primarily the elderly and
rooming home tenants were to lease from non-profit groups. These are
rooted in social work and would supplement the provision of housing
with special needs services, thus increasing the quality of the tenants
environment. Access to decision-making regarding management of the prop-
erty, renovation, relocation and tenant selection, although professed by
SPUM to be open to the tenants under non-profit ownership, is entirely
at the discretion of the owners.
Both of these tenure options were fully acceptable to CMHC, SPUM,
MPCC, as well as many residents. The several cooperatives already form-
ed attest to that. There are, however, a series of problems that have
arisen in establishing individual cooperatives, and in completing the
transformation of the entire Milton Park neighborhood into cooperatives
and non-profits.
The definition of turf for each of the first round of cooperatives
was relatively simple - those who chose to form cooperatives did so and
chose their territory as well. But as the cooperatives began to take up
more and more of Milton Park, they ran into individuals, sometimes a single
person in a building, who expressed desires not to participate. What
would happen to this person, family, or entire building has not yet been
resolved. Would theybe evicted? Would they be offered an apartment in
a nearby non-profit establishment ? Would they be offered the single
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ownership of a condominium apartment in an otherwise cooperative build-
ing, and would they accept? How would the community-wide issues be dealt
with - such as open space design and planning, management of the commer-
cial properties, community services, etc?
These are the issues which have divided MSL from MPCC and SPUM, and
were fought along conflicting principles of collective versus individual
relationship to housing.
Within Milton Park, a building can be turned into a housing coop-
erative or claimed as part of the territory of an existing one if one
tenant expresses the desire to be part of a cooperative.1 The rationale
for this is to provide equal access to collective forms of ownership to
tenants. and protect the choices of those who would normally be evicted
by a decision to convert the buildings to private co-ownership or condo-
miniums. However, tenants resisting cooperative formation are not all
potential homeowners. Their desire to remain single tenants in the pri-
vate market comes from an attachment to a perceived greater independance.
A fear, distrust or weariness of shared decision-making through meetings
can override the economic advantage associated with the cooperative; and
resistance to income control has bes repeatedly expressed by rent supple-
ment eligible tenants.
1There is no required % of tenants approval, in Quebec, in the case of
cooperative conversion but handbooks to community groups explain how
other tenants is a building have to be informed of the process and in-
vited to participate.
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Some tenants, especially those with children, questioned the wisdom
of appropriating the back lanes and yards for communal space.
Although these objections are perceived by SUPM as normal resistance
to change which should adjust over time, the question can be asked
whether the adjustment will take the form of departures, and if such is
the case, whether collective ownership principles have served its community.
General Assembly
Meeting,
June 8, 1980,
in Notre-Dame-
de-la-Salette
Church.............
Neighborhood
Pocket Park
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2) NON-PROFIT
SPUM's overriding concern, beyond the preservation of the neighbor-
hood, was to allow existing residents to remain in their units after re-
novation. Neither they nor CMHC wanted to cause large scale displace-
ment, especially not in a highly visible project with a highly politi-
cized neighborhood. For this, SPUM chose to minimize rent increases
needed to carry the costs of purchase and renovation, which involved a
long struggle with CMHC. The only sure way was by using all available
programs and subsidies. CMHC's 100% insured mortgages, the interest
rate write-down subsidy, Federal and provincial rent supplements, were
all applicable only to cooperatives and non-profit groups. Not only
would these methods reduce costs to residents, but they would preserve,
for the long run, the ability of low and moderate income households to
occupy these apartments, and reduce the possibility of individuals or
groups taking profits out of the housing. The subsidized value would
rest indefinately with the project.
Lucia Kowaluk's article summarizing the struggles of the neighbor-
hood,1 was clear as to the origin of the Droiect's direction: to correct
historical abuses, exploitation of tenants by landlords, to finally pro-
vide a neighborhood/community of equity where the rules are not that of
the private market. Non-profit first, whatever type of tenure conforms
to it, second. The cooperative was favored because in addition to being
"Le fruit de dix ans de luttes nooulaires."1LeDevoir. October 2, 1979.
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non-profit, it had a power equalization structure, it increased social
responsibility and skills, and established a basis from which to build
a strong community.
It is necessary therefore to seperate the concern for providing
housing services at the lowest possible rents, in order to preserve ex-
isting residents, from an objective of elimination of profit as part of
a larger commitment to social change.
There is no question that the private housing market cannot compete
with subsidy programs available for cooperative or non-profit housing for
low-income households, partly because of the mortgage conditions not avail-
able, but mostly because of the rent supplement program.
For moderate income households the situation is not the same. Under
the first cooperative program, from 1973 to 1978, a direct capital sub-
sidy of 10% of costs, to be used as a downpayment, and an 8% mortgage
of 25 to 30 years on the remainder of the costs, provided very low rents
for members of cooperatives who wanted to either build or purchase and
renovate housing units. The fixed interest rate had the advantage of
allowing a stable, low rent. From 1975 to 1977, the average rent in-
crease granted to private landlords by the Rental Board was 8.5%, where-
as the increases demanded by landlords was of 18%. Based on the typical
cost breakdown of the landlords' increased demands, 40% was for indexa-
1Sylvestre, Pierre and Murielle Leduc. Cooperative d'Habitation. Etude
de quelques formules. Montreal. 1978. p. 69.
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tion of revenues (administration, deferred maintenance, reserve, vacancy
reserve and profit before income tax), and 17% was for maintenance. It
was assumed that cooperatives' rents would increase by much less, since
they had no profits of administration costs and most of the maintenance
was volunteered. The increase was estimated at only 4.5% yearly, with
fixed debt service payments.
The new program, with which Milton Park is financed, instead, in-
sures through a conventional lending institution, of the total realiza-
tion costs at current market rate and provides an interest write-down
subsidy which can be as low as 2% for the first three years. Starting
with the fourth year, the subsidy decreases by 5% each year, requiring
cooperative members to pay a regular rent increase, just to cover the
subsidy withdrawl.
Other increase in member rent payments will result from the across
the board tax reassessments to full value, which will start in 1981, and
expenditures from landscaping and maintenance of the common yards, as
playgrounds, parks and gardens. All of these will be additional costs
above the 5% yearly increase in actual debt service payments.
Assuming that private owners will have the same operating expenses
as cooperatives and non-profit corporations and the same tax increases,
but the debt service component of their monthly payments will be a fixed
cost. Subsequent increases for private forms of ownership will be lower -
but the starting cost will be substantially higher.
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Maisons St-Louis proposed a counter structure, claiming that in
the long term, private forms of ownership would be lower. In their proposed
"Conditions for Individual Acquisition", a moderate-income household would
have a three year option from MSL to buy the apartment in which they
live. In the meantime, they would pay rent to MSL, plus an amount towards
down-payment. For the first three years, a moderate income household in
an identical unit in a cooperative next door would pay much lower rents.
When, starting fourth year, the cooperative rents began paying the in-
creasing debt service, the MSL household would take a mortgage on the
amount of the purchase price, subtracting its accumulated down-payment.
Payments from then on will increase only with the normal increase of
prices: cost of materials, services, taxes, etc. In the long run, after
10 or 15 years, the payments made on identical units, under the indivi-
dual ownership and within a cooperative, may be very similar.
The point is that although cooperative tenure is more easily access-
ible, initially, than private ownership (the downpayment requirement
acts as a barrier, even when spread over several years) it cannot
guarantee lowest possible rents all throughout its existence, if all
residents remain in the project.
However, since most people expect to move, the second generation of
cooperative renters, compared to second buyers, will benefit substantially
from the absence of refinancing and profit to first owner, assuming that
real estate prices rise. At the time of departure, the owner will have
built up equity, and may take both equity and-value increases from the
unit, whereas the coop member can not.. The comparison should then be
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made in terms of a larger sample of society than the immediate potential
owners involved, and over a longer time than the first ten years. In
eliminating profits at the time of resale - by eliminating resale - the
cooperatives and non-profit associations do, in fact, provide the lowest
costs to society.
Finally, low-income households eligible for rent supplements, which
are not applicable to private units, and moderate-income households who
do not want to own, are better off in cooperatives than renting from
non-profit corporations, because the capital subsidies of the SHQ ($300,000/
unit) and start-up grants are only available to cooperatives.
In conclusion, both non-profits and cooperatives support the non-
profit and collective ownership objectives. Because of the principles
of cooperation, what would be profits in the private sector are distrib-
uted monthly in the form of reduced housing costs. There are no profits
involved in the monthly payments of single owners, co-owners and condo-
minium owners, except as defined as built up equity, awaiting property
transfer. This is when the real nrofit is made. even if only renlace-
ment housing can be nurchased. The increase in value at each resale fuels
inflation, and is lost into individual capital, whereas the cooperative's
capital remains collective (indivisable) and with those housing units.
For moderate-income households, the cooperative tenure offers the lowest
possible rents, initially. But since debt service as well as operating
costs increase by at least 5% yearly after the first three years, and
the debt service payments on a private mortgage are fixed costs, then
rents may increase m re in cooperatives than in units under co-ownership.
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For low-income households, both and only the non-profit corporation and
the cooperative tenure offer the lowest possible rents, not because of
their non-profit motive but because of the rent supplement program which
is not applicable to private omers.
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III. Community Control
1) WHICH COMMUNITY?
The objective of community control, espoused by SPUM as the encom-
passing goal, the ultimate end to which the project was destined, calls
in a number of questions. Which community? How will it be controlled?
Why and by whom? Is it an outcome of or a justification for collective
ownership, non-profit ownership? Do other tenure types support or defeat
it?
Milton Park is a neighborhood of 2,100 residents. At the time of the
early struggles with Concordia, the Milton Park Citizens' Committee had
320 members and the support of 90% of a population of 2,0001 Did that
mean that only 10% of the rest of the population were known to be against
them, or did it mean that an overwhelming majority a) knew them and b) could
be counted on for approving the directions taken by the more active members?
The latter seems to be the case: In March 1969 the MPCC collected signa-
tures for a petition to be sent to City Hall, asking municipal planners
to stop all negotiations with Concordia until they agreed to involve the
residents in their planning schemes for the neighborhood. The petition
had 1,000 signatures. To no avail: City Hall would not be impressed.
Ten years later, after hundreds had been evicted to make way for
La Cite,
1 Lucia Kowaluk "Le fruit de dix ans de luttes populaires" LeDevoir, October
2, 1979.
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and a normal rate of turnover for students and roomers had substantially
renewed the neighborhood's population, members of the MPCC and of the
Street Committees were still there. They were still fighting for the
preservation of the neighborhood from disrepair; and from a worst threat
still: its parcelling out onto the private market at values prohibitive
for the existing residents. The support of an outside group was sought.
Another petition was sent, in the form of a telegram of support.
This time, only 200 signatures. But even after CMHC's Montreal office
had refused to help Heritage Montreal buy the properties, the telegram
helped Phyllis Lambert to conclude the deal with the federal government.
Less support, but more power. The power not being in the telegram of
support.
Back in the neighborhood, the same 200 people rejoiced, and needed
to spread the good news about how the houses would be renovated and owner-
ship rights transferred to the residents. Some residents have been denied
what they thought had been promised to them: private ownership.
In their position paper of May 7 (before the CMHC-SPUM contract had
been signed), Maison St-Louis suggested the formation of three bodies to
represent the neighborhood: an Association of Tenants-at-large, a Future
Owners' Association and a Cooperative Association. These were to have
equal weight in the negotiations with the federal government as had Heritage
Montreal (Phyllis Lambert), CEMP Investments and CDLC.
Although both these latter groups would be extremely instrumental
in shaping the project's orientation, hiring policy, development plan
(CDLC), as well as very useful for political and financial breakthroughs,
(CEMP), Heritage Montreal was the true negotiator with CMHC. Phyllis Lambert
brought Lucia Kowaluk with her to Ottawa. Lucia Kowaluk represented the
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community from the beginning. Dimitri Roussopoulos and herself are
initiators of action. Whether or not they ran countercurrent to the aspira-
tions of as large a number of residents as they had followers, did not sur-
face until the possibility became clear of some buying their property.
When such a dissident group arose, Dimitri Roussopoulos drew the lines
clearly: at the second meeting in January 1979, (after Elmer Fecteau had
mentioned the option of private funding and some residents had asked him
to pursue investigation) he stated that "you were either a capitalist or
a collectivisit" and divided the meeting into two groups accordingly. There
was no other recourse but to follow one's destiny. Two versions of who was
standing where, reflect each side's position: Elmer Fecteau said 3 people
went with Dimitri and Lucia and over 15 went with him. In Kowaluk's article
in Le Devoir summarizing the whole story, said "everybody except one person
was against Elmer Fecteau."i
Other Maisons St-Louis members insist that even as late as the June 20th
general neighborhood meeting, when the CMHC-SPUM agreement was revealed,
there were more people interested in buying than in forming cooperatives.
Whatever the numbers were, Maisons St-Louis, the capitalists, were a
small minority; but the collectivists were no majority either. Beyond those
two groups with their clearly defined leaderships was a large majority of
participant observers who could go either way. What happened after that
were two simultaneous movements: Maisons St-Louis grew stronger within
its own constituency. Through organizing and meetings, setting up contacts,
drafting position papers and sending letters to neighbors, they built an
effective coalition of residents who wanted to buy, and tenants who wanted
1 Le Devoir, October 2, 1979
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to remain tenants. Their members grew to 72 by the time they launched
an attack on SPUM and the media.
Meanwhile, the MPCC's side grew even stronger. Within five months,
six cooperatives were formed, representing 160 units, and more than double
that number of residents; two non-profit groups were in the process of tak-
ing charge of rooming houses. More people were interested, more coops
would be formed. The response was incredible. In less than half the time
it usually took for cooperatives to build one by one, six had been formed
and more were in line, with only one technical resource group to do all the
work. A tremendous bet had been made by MPCC, by Heritage Montreal, and
by CMHC, that the "community" would be there to respond and that it would
accept cooperatives and non-profit corporations as the way to gain control
of their housing. Already by November, the bet had been half-won. This
confirmed:
a) MPCC's strong ties within the neighborhood; in particular its ability
to spawn cooperatives;
b) the perceived advantage of the cooperative formula over the tenant-
landlord relationship;
c) the fact that the majority of the residents could not have afforded
to buy their houses.
2) SCREENING OF NEW RESIDENTS
The community is going to control its territory through accepting new
residents to fill periodic vacancies (there were 50 vacant units when the
project was bought). Applications were filled in by prospective tenants.
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When enough had been accumulated, a selection committee met and reviewed
the applications. New tenants were accepted on the basis of their past
experience or interest in collective projects.
The shadow of Coop-Habitat was looming over the process. Set up in
1968, the ambitious provincial program built 1,300 housing units in two
years. But as a top-down planning agency, lacking support at the base,
(it was a "Federation" of non-existant groups) it had focussed more on the
production of units than on the principles of the cooperative movement.
When faced with vacancy problems, it filled them in quickly without carefully
selecting the tenants on the basis of their interest in cooperative living.
Emmeshed in financial problems it lost its resources (social animators)
to transfer membership and control of projects to residents. As a result,
the whole program was defunct by 1971.
Some of SPUM's animators had been involved in these projects and as a
lesson well learned, made sure the screening, this time, would be thorough.
Marketing was also well orchestrated: flyers and leaflets about the Milton
Park project, soliciting interested applicants, were distributed in commu-
nity centers, special services agencies, community groups' headquarters.
Once a base of truly convinced cooperators would set the example, the rest
would follow.
It had been a calculated bet: most residents in the neighborhood were
low income: it was to their advantage to join the formula, even if they
only wanted to remain tenants and not share in the maintenance and admin-
istration. Non-profit corporations were also a security valve: they could
take care of those not prepard to assume full responsibility of a housing
project . And they were eligible for most of the same programs.
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It had been a bet nonetheless: neither members of the Milton Park
Cooperative nor SPUM, knew the exact socio-economic composition of the
neighborhood's population. The Development Plan in 1979 used Census data,
some from 1971, some from 1976, and proposed a complete door-to-door sur-
vey to draw a detailed picture. By June of 1980, the survey was still
not done, but eight cooperatives had been formed, along with three non-
profit groups, the final rent scale had been established based on exist-
ing rents, and renovations were scheduled to start on sixty units in
August. The composition of the neighborhood was rearranging itself. Peo-
ple not interested in cooperative projects were moving out, others interest-
ed, moving in, and Maisons St-Louis was losing some of its tenants who
wanted to remain tenants. Some of the neighborhood's long term low-income
residents adhered to the cooperative formula from the start: working class,
elderly, families, they had followed the information sessions and had now
been elected on administration councils. There were several outstanding
examples of local residents who had internalized the principles of coopera-
tion and became active catalysts themselves for groups to form, without any
more help.
In short, the community turned out to be, in large proportion, what
it was supposed to be: a combination of low and moderate income population,
with a high precentage elderly, roomers and students. And its social adjust-
ment to cooperative living was facilitated by an intense effort of infor-
mation and education, and using the normal turnover rate, a careful screen-
ing of incoming residents for their degree of interest in collective pro-
jects.
The newcomers, though, who joined the already formed cooperatives have
increased the ranks of the young, mobile, singles, couples, working class
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people, artists, self-employed or semi-professional. The effects of a
group assumed to be representative was that overtime they became more
representative. SPUM and MPCC still, however, do not represent or speak
for a vocal minority-Maisons St-Louis.
3) BUILDING AND MAINTAINING
The objective of community control can be broken into two components:
a necessity of building that community, through groups small enough to en-
sure autonomy and ease of management, but the need to establish an overall
organization to avoid fragmentation, and orchestrate neighborhood-wide
issues.
These issues include the administration of 23 commercial units by a
community corporation, (no small task), the planning and implementation of
the uses of the outdoor space and common yards, the settling of possible
frictions around common elements, and finally community uses and special
needs services in coordination with the non-profit rooming house corpo-
rations. Externally, the possibilities are endless: a common front to nego-
tiate with the city the retouting of traffic, property taxes, garbage col-
lection and snow removal; opposition to the nearby building of mammoth
office headquarters, which will increase traffic, among other consequences;
involvement with city-wide movements aimed at gaining more control over
the shaping of Montreal's urban and political environment; establishment
(in both sense of the word) of a federation of Co-ops at municipal, regional
and provincial levels.
How this control could develop was left to the cooperatives and other
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groups to negotiate with SPUM. A Federation of cooperatives and non-profit
groups of the neighborhood was formed very early on, without any legal status
so as to not superimpose itself over the autonomy of the groups.
The working committee who had reviewed the development plan was also
a possibility for establishing a future overall organization. The purpose
of this control was the same as underlaid the principle of collective owner-
ship: to take full advantage of a unique concentration opportunity: the
economies of scale realized in organizational efforts were already apparent;
the increase in political clout and collective bargaining power could be
even more substantial. Finallly, the scale of the project was such as to
allow the production and consumption of community oriented services, in a
way the same groups, scattered accross the city, could never provide. It
created its own market.
A residents' association of homeowners, at that scale and density,
might have accomplished the same. For it to remain within the control of
low-income residents, the non-profit objective was imperitive and collective
ownership preferable. To :both give autonomy to small groups and claim their
contribution to a collective representative body, was SPUM's agenda, so that
the control gained by each cooperative, would not be eroded by an incapacity
to work together. It was the same process as the formation of a small coop-
erative, but at thirty times its size.
Different tenure types were more or less supportive of the objective
of community control, with its two components of building the community in
parts and then joining these parts to protect the neighborhood from outside
interests and sustain its community-oriented uses.
Because of the cooperative's nature a voluntary association of people
ready to contributework and share responsibilities, it was very useful, for
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building up components of a community, to set them up first. Once put into
contact with each other and helped technically by SPUM, they could take off
on their own and continue the organizational work. Once through their
Bureaucracy II course they could act as advisors to other groups in form-
ation. This is what happened in Milton Park. The first cooperative to ob-
tain: its charter was the grouping of the members of the Jeanne-Mance and
Ste-Famille Street Committees, who needed no organizational counselling.
Then a few months later three others formed and obtained their charters.
Their founding members were neighborhood's long timers who had been inte-
rested in the cooperative idea since they had known the first group, and
proceeded to create their own waves. The next round included newcomers
to the neighborhood, recruited as vacancies arose.
The cooperatives' qualities in quickly setting up the myriad of
small groups worked against the other component of the objective: the
independence gained. Later cooperatives had to secure their boundaries
and isolate themselves from more "manipulative" or dominating cooperatives,
who saw the advantages of and pushed for a project-wide Federation.
Non-profit corporation on the other hand, were more difficult to
organize. They often had to be "contacted" rather than built up from
the base and were from within the neighborhood less than from outside of it.
But once set up, there were more likely to keep in constant contact
with headquarters, the "mother non-profit corporation," and to start dis-
cussing community-wide issues. This is partly due to the fact that their
constiuents -- the roomers and elderly -- are not initially self-sufficiant
entities and did profit from project-wide organization. There was a larger
turnout of elderly at the general neighborhood meetings, more than any other
single group. First they have more time to spare, and were directly invited
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to attend by their non-profit organizers, landlords-to-be. Second, the
cooperatives were aware of events and relied more on the informal communi-
cations network than on newsletters and meetings.
The private ownership tenure -- or desire of such -- was very instru-
mental, paradoxically, in fulfilling the objectives of community building.
A coalition of existing residents was formed, from those who wanted to buy
to those who wanted to remain tenants, against what was perceived as forced
collectivization. As such, Maisons St-Louis was as effective as other coops
in organizing a group: they established contacts, organized meetings, draft-
ed position papers distributed information, and negotiated with SPUM. But
because of their avowed preference for private ownership, they were of
course in direct opposition to the objective of community control. Their
stand on the commercial properties was one such example. They wanted
these to remain accessible to private operators, fearing that the "freeze"
put on them in waiting for suitable community-oriented services, would kill
them. The Federation of Coops, described in the Action Plan as one possible
way of meeting the overall community control objective, was seen by MSL
members as the "British North America Act revisited."
Considering that the whole Milton Park neighborhood has been under
private rental tenure for several decades, it would be difficult to maintain
that rental tenure automatically disenfranchises its members. There could
hardly have been a more mobilized group than the Milton Park Citizens Com-
mittee. But in the absence of a common or visible threat, or low rents due
to speculation and disinvestment, rental tenure at large, scatteredinprivate
buildings could not provide the physical and social concentrations needed to
organize.
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D. CONCLUSIONS
A. FROM THE CASE
Several lessons can be drawn from this series of events, all of
which reflect the inherent contradictions of urban struggles. No agent
of change proceeds logically from goal to means without the knowledge
and use of opposite forces and the unsuspecting support of adversary
circumstances.
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1) Just as urban renewal and highway programs in the sixties were
the greatest organizing factors for community groups accross urban cen-
ters, so was a highly visible developer, such as Concordia Estates, in-
strumental in mobilizing the Milton Park Citizens' Committee. By its
sustained presence, including Paxmil's abstentee landlord maintenance
standards and through a strong image crystallized in La Cit6, it fueled
continued opposition to the notion of private ownership and speculative,
profit-minded behavior, a sentiment which was to directly shape the
neighborhood's revitalization goals years later.
2) Despite the project's total development costs of $17 million
which will be subsidized by different levels of government, not includ-
ing an annual interest subsidy from CMHC, the greatest subsidy that has
come to Milton Park was from the Ford Foundation. By holding on to a
U.S. $25 million trapped mortgage, on which it could not foreclose,
the foundation protected the neighborhood from private gentrifaction for
fifteen years. By letting it go outstanding, it allowed the Canadian
Federal government to buy the neighborhood at municipal assessment. "The
Foundation doesn't usually make donations through its investments, but
in the end, it is always a benefactor."1
With these two factors combined, it seems logical that the cycle
should be closed, and that what caused harm to the Milton Park neighbor-
hood in the first place, should be the indirect cause of its improvement.
Brian Powers, Ford Foundation, Real Estate Division. August, 1980.
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3) It took a coalition between grass roots activism and a wealthy,
politically influential family, to obtain what had been sought many
times before: the acquisition of the properties from the private market
and their placement in a third sector trust on behalf of the residents.
None of the community groups by themselves could do it, as was demonstra-
ted by the unsuccessful attempts, both at being recognized by public
authorities (MCC's cooperative charter was refused by the provincial
government, 1970) and at convincing the owner of their solvency (Paxmil's
refusal to sell, 1977). Nor could the private sectar alone do it: "Com-
pany X", sponsored by Heritage Montreal, using private sources of funding,
could not negociate terms that satisfied Paxmil. Mendelson did, but this
was at the social cost of not passing anything on to the community, i.e.,
not having access to subsidies. The way it was finally concluded is
typical of "popular" victories, a powerful entity at the top puts pres-
sure on a political body, to release public funds and grant special
decisions, as this body feels a constituancy at the base towards which
it acts responsibly.
B. FROM THE ANALYSIS
Equally contradictory appear to be conclusions drawn from the analy.-
sis of SPUM's objectives. On the one hand, a small amount of private
ownership would not have hurt the project's successful revitalization; on
the other, principles of homeownership are incompatible with principles
of collective non-profit control. What decided the final outcome was an
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agreement between a Federal agency and a non-profit group to commit pub-
lic funds to the establishment of a third sector stronghold. A concen-
tration of subsidies, combining large scale rehabilitation with access
to low rents for low and moderate income households, will have the great-
est beneficial effect on the surrounding housing market; while the nature
of the housing programs will ensure an income mix within the neighborhood.
An alternative strategy to retain both private ownership and non-
profit control would have been to use the workings of the first for the
benefit of the second. A physical concentration of units is not criti-
cal to the effective control of the neighborhood by its community. By
using acquired property as venture capital, non-profit groups can ex-
pand their control on the housing market while allowing for a greater
social mix within its territory.
Finally, the process itself of this neighborhood's successful
revitalization, is dependant on a number of critical roles and overall
conditions. Costs control and community organization are the immediate
imperatives. The composition of the community's members, in the long
run, and its patteti of social and income mix, will determine the pro-
ject's success as an intervention of the third sector into large-
scale revitalization
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1) HOUSING OWNERSHIP
As part of the revitalization process of Milton Park's 700 housing
units, a mix of tenure types could have been accomodated within the pro-
ject. The small number of residents who advocated and could afford pri-
vate ownership could have been a factor in conceding to them an exception,
at no substantial cost to the rest of the community. Single, co-ownership
and condominium ownership could have complemented the majority of non-
profit associations and cooperatives in increasing the neighborhood's
confidence and pride and its quality of maintenance; and could have main-
tained, over and above the already existing income mix, a greater social
mix of collective and individual lifestyles. Common uses decisions would
be just as negociable between coops and private owners as they will have
to be between contiguous coops. The qualities associated with collective
ownership - access to joint decision making, control over the properties'
management, reduced costs through the pooling of human resources - are ob-
viously shared by private co-owners. Even the control of the neighbor-
hood by the community, increased bargaining power with municipal author-
ities, could be enhanced through a residents' associatidn which includes
homeowners.
SPUM's proposed tenure variations of non-profit and cooperative
rental, did not equally support its own objectives, particularly those
of equal rights and access to decision-making in property management, and
of allowing existing residents to remain in the neighborhood.
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But the objectives of collective and non-profit ownership were
built into the revitalization process of the neighborhood. Indeed they
were clearly written into the contractual agreements between CMHC, the
sponsors,and SPUM, the manager, in the name of the neighborhood's resi-
dents. The advantage of Federal and provincial subsidies attached to
non-profit associations and cooperatives was not the overriding reason
why this tenure type was extended to the whole neighborhood.
It was the result of a power struggle within the community, be-
tween two groups of long term residents: the collectionists who called
the others "capitalists" and the individualists who called the others
"stalinists".
The first group (MPCC), was intimately related to a ten year
struggle against speculation, and tried four times to set up cooperative
tenure as a way to transfer the properties to the control of their low-
income tenants. The second group (MSL) only surfaced.when the possibil-
ity arose of buying from Paxmil.
Heritage Montreal had a long supportive association with the MPCC.2
As late as May 2, 1979, they assured. MSL that there would be some pro-
vision for private ownership, in the way properties would be transferred
to the tenants. But the contract between CMHC and SPUM, had no such pro-
'The cooperative idea was therefore not a new imposition on the residents.
2 Insofar as MPCC "represented" the interests of the community, Heritage
Montreal and therefore SPUM, were not outsiders.
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vision: all properties were to be owned collectively, on a non-profit
basis.
MPCC's commitment to the elimination of profit, and to a corrective
device that would establish equality at least within housing, succeeded
in establishing an alliance with Heritage Montreal and CMHC that short-
circuited Maisons St-Louis out of the deal.
CMHC's own institutional commitment to housing low-income residents,
and its concern for the equitable allocation of public funds, became the
final authority, in place of the owner, as reflected in its contractual
agreements.
From then on, the rule of simple majority within a building about
to be converted into cooperative tenure, was applied to the whole neigh-
borhood.
Maisons St-Louis did not, and could not, support the objective of
non-profit ownership. No serious guarantees, whether through covenants
or resale conditions included in deeds, were ever proposed, that could
satisfy the terms of the agreement. Indeed, after the first resale, con-
trol of private property is completely lost in the absence of a policing
authority.
Similarly, a collective capitalattached to land could but only be
reduced by the inclusion of private property in the neighborhood: however
stringently defined would have been the notion of replacement value, the
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sole fact that it reverted back to individual capital, taken out of the
property, was a loss to the community.
Finally, long-term protection of low-income households, from specu-
lation and displacement, was best assured through collective and non-
profit rental tenures. Even a housing cooperative, with capitalization,
cannot avoid the gradual replacement of its members by higher income
groups. As a tenants' association, Maisons St-Louis had no more rights
than their low-income neighbors.
2) CONTROL AND CONCENTRAION
The appropriateness of using a high concentration of public funds
in a single neighborhood can and has been questioned. There are two
types of concentration to distinguish: the amount of subsidies them-
selves, through two programs with a single tenure attached to them, and
their use in a physical, contiguous concentration of units.
The usual objection against the massive use of public funds in a
prime market area, stems from the high acquisition cost of property need-
ed to yield the same number of units as could have been achieved in a less
1The concern was expressed among observers of the Milton Park process that
a low-income ghetto would be created, at high cost to the public.
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pressured area. In this case, however, the opportunity cost was very
low: the properties were bought at municipal assessment, a price which
could not easily be found elsewhere, even where assessments were lower,
since they would have to be sold at market value. In fact, the total
development costs of $17 million (excluding subsequent rent subsidies),
spread over 676 units ($25,000), comes to less than half the production
cost of new units, private or public.
No new units are put on the market, but the useful life of existing
stock has been increased for nearly another forty years, without displacing
its low-income residents. In contrast, the total amount of money avail-
able, this year, for the city's renovation subsidy program, is exactly
the same, $17 million: it has activated an average of 600 renovations
in previous years, usually resulting in some degree of economic displace-
ment, not only from higher rents but from the increased values of sur-
rounding property.
The city will not loose property tax revenues, nor will adjoining
landlords see their property values decrease as a result of this concen-
tration of subsidized units: quite the opposite. The face lift of the
entire neighborhood will only increase the area's desirability and proper-
ty values are likely to continue to soar up with demand.
Moreover, low-income households eligible for public housing have
access to the Milton Park units, whether through cooperatives ot non-
profit organizations. Considering the constant payments of $300/month
for public housing units (1979 deficit rates) and the $271/month subsidy
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for rent supplement eligible units, the Milton Park project acts as an
alternative to public housing, at lower cost, within a mixed income
urban neighborhood. The neighborhood's variety of units, architectural
quality, mixed uses, services and complete physical blending in with
the surroundings, further dismisses its potential labelling as a ghetto,
which usually refers not only to the actual single income level of its
inhabitants, but to the isolation of a recognizable piece of territory,
a stigma attached to its image.
The other type of concentration, is not always a matter of choice:
the opportunity was to buy the whole neighborhood, not pieces of it.
But once properties were under control, was their continued contiguousness
required?
Other third sector groups, when presented with a choice, have used
alternative strategies: only corner properties would be bought, or every
one out of three, thereby covering a larger territory and still counter-
acting land speculation, block busting or professional gentrification.
Considering that a desire and affordability for private ownership
had been expressed, some selected properties within the neighborhood
could be sold at full market value and the proceeds used to acquire more
units outside. Commercial properties, while being run by a non-profit
group, could also be leased at market value and used towards the
same end, with the advantages of using an income stream and retaining
title to the land. In other words, instead of fighting the private mar-
ket with more subsidies amd a reshuffling of residents, some of the ac-
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quired property can be used as venture capital to further expand the
third sector's infiltration of the housing market without losing control
of its own initial neighborhood.
This strategy hinges on three conditions: that potential private
owners within the neighborhood forego the subsidy of CMHC's low-.acquisition
cost and can afford market rates; that the net proceeds are suf-
ficient to acquire at least an equivalent number of units; and that ten-
ants outside the neighborhood have expressed a desire to form a coopera-
tive or a non-profit associatidn.
Two major benefits would result: a potential expansion of the third
sector's territory and its social strengthening by concentrating on
fully voluntary groups; and a stabilization of the existing neighbor-
hood, by allowing tenure differences where they can be afforded.
The physical pattern of existing cooperatives, where units are
scattered unto different streets, sometimes aligned in rows with "miss-
ing teeth", can be replicated for Milton Park within its surroundings.
The advantages resulting from the physical concentration of third
sector units, would not be affected by their expansion into adjoining
areas in exchange for few others within. Milton Park is part of a larger
neighborhood which roughly extends from McGill University to St-Laurent,
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and from Pine to Sherbrooke. Existing shops, restaurants, bookstores and
meeting places are already established along a social network within the
territory. The relationship of individuals to the whole of their neigh-
borhood would not change and social integration, ease of communication
would not suffer from less turnover.
Commercial units and social services could still be managed by a
neighborhood-wide non-profit group ; the use of common yards and lanes,
and the control of the streets depend on joint decision-making in any
case, whether among all third sector groups or whether among private
owners and non-profit groups.
The image building of the "Place Ville Marie" of coops, which is
another result of concentration, can be strong if all goes well, but
its high visibility also means vulnerability if anything goes wrong. In
any case, the majority of the neighborhood, especially through renova-
tion, would still convey enough of a sense of unity to strongly identify
the movement.
3) EVALUATION
The revitalization of the Milton Park neighborhood has all chances
of achieving success, provided its main actors continue to perform criti-
cal roles.
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CMHC's continued financial assistance and willingness to support
the process of community control.
SPUM's lack of prior experience in revitalization projects has been
offset by its ability to mobilize resources and hire key staff; Phyllis
Lambert is the essential driving force, tying into action what would
otherwise be very contradictory forces; SPUM's initial control over the
tenant selection process was key in establishing the basis for a posi-
tive response to the instauration of cooperatives and non-profit groups;
its extensive system of information dissemination and its efforts at
soliciting resident participation are also key in determining the type
and extent of community control that will eventually reign in the
neighborhood; SPUM's own objective of completely withdrawing from the
scene after the transfer processmay not be met, however: outside pres-
sures as well as conflicts from within may dictate the need to
remain a "mother" non-profit corporation for a longer period of time. The
Milton Park Cooperative, g-rouping some of the oldest and most active former
members of the MPCC and Street Committees, provides the ideological leader-
ship within the cormunity and may have to resist the temptation to assume
control of the neighborhood by itself. Their energy and commitment,.how-
ever, will greatly determine the effective impact of Milton Park as a
third sector stronghold, on its surrounding community; in particular,
negociations with the city on traffic control and representation within
pressure groups to protect the residential quality of the neighborhood.
Maisons St-Louis is also critical to the success of the project.
At present they are tying up in court the property subdivision process.
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A number of overall conditions also have to be met.
a) costs:
The transfer of the properties on schedule and the keeping of the
cost of renovations within the estimates are critical to meeting CMRC's
requirements for the interest write-down subsidies: the rent structure
after renovations is contingent upon the condition that total develop-
ment costs do not increase by more than 10% of what they have been estimated
to be in May 1980; if they do, the situation will be the same as before
the obtention 7% increase: total insecurity as to the rent structure;
undermining one of SPUM's principal goals, that no resident would be eco-
nomically displaced from the neighborhood as a result of its intervention.
b) community work:
SPUM's social animators admitted themselves that as cooperatives
and non-profit groups were being formed, and renovation work planned,
these absorbed all their time and attention. "Unorganized" areas were
left pretty much on their own.
The spontaneous generation of cooperatives and non-profit groups
may have reached its optimum capacity. Last minute efforts to complete
the transfer process in time may force the hasty formation of groups
which over time may dissolve; their properties reverting to other groups
may overburden these and create further management strains. Twenty or
thiry groups to be formed in three years to assume title to land and
management of property is an organizational challenge: more work at the
base is needed to avoid its transformation into an impossible task.
c) social and income mix:
One of the main concerns inherent in all housing policies is tar-
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getting: ensuring that public funds go to the households which particu-
lar programs intend to serve.
The subsidies provided to members of housing cooperatives and non-
profit groups, both at the Federal and provincial levels, have no income
ceilings attached to them, but require that they be non-profit organiza-
tions. The rooming houses, representing a fourth of the neighborhood's
units, will continue to serve its low-income and/or elderly population.
Within the cooperatives, however, the requirement that 15% of their mem-
bers be eligible to rent supplement, is not binding: if the money is not
used towards this rent supplement, it goes back to CMHC. The double
standard of active and non-active members, established as part of regu-
lar cooperatives' bylaws, ensures that no tenant is forced to leave a
rental unit by virtue of its appropriation by a cooperative association:
non-active members pay higher rents and are not required
to participate in management and maintenance tasks. They can be elderly
or tenants with health problems, working households
with little time to invest, or single parent families, but more generally,
they are people not as socially prepared to or interested in sharing res-
ponsibilities.
However morally committed to ensure a mix of low-income households,
families with children, working class and elderly, members of each co-
operative have an obvious advantage in forming groups of active members
only, and in gradually replacing out-going tenants with people who share
their own aspirations and lifestyles.
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The social and income mix present within the oldest cooperatives
of the project, tends to disappear in the youngest ones. In the first
ones, the definition of "active" has been adjusted to meet the different
capacities of long term residents who know each other well; in the others,
the tenant selection process takes on the role of adjusting new to old
members. Coop members do not see themselves as social animators and
resent taking on "dependant" tenants.
The danger is that the division line between low and moderate in-
come residents, moves from within each cooperative, to between the coop-
eratives and the rooming houses. Even with the absence of equity build-
up, there is a real possibility that the cooperatives willbecome stepping
stones for a young, mobile, semi-professional moderate income class, on
its way between college and a private townhouse or condominium. The pro-
ject's location calls for it: some members of the more recently formed
cooperatives admit they do not intend to stay more than two years in the
neighborhood.
The achievements so far contain both the fulfillment of the neigh-
borhood's revitalization goal and the basis for a successful control of
a major piece of the housing market by third sector groups.
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Appendix
Tenure Types and their variations.
OWNERSHIP
Fee simple ownership by resident.
Fee simple condominium ownership
by resident.
Partnership ownership of indivi-
dual interest.
RENTAL
From a private owner.
From a non-profit association.
From a cooperative association
of which owner is a member.
Individual owners in Canada cannot deduct interest payment of their
mortgages from their income tax. However, resident owners are exempt
from the capital gains tax.
The chart on the next page illustrates the different character-
istics of these tenure variations and the subsidies applicable to them.
TENURE LEGAL AND FINANCIAL STRUCTURE ORGANIZATION APPLICABLE SUBSIDIES
Mortgage taken on land & building Residential rehabilitation
by physical person assistance program (RRAP)
1. Idiviualfor resident owner
1. IdiviualNo more than 2 units:
Mortgage taken on land & building Non-mandatory Income > 11,000 o Loan
by physical person= Partners' association
2. Co-Ownersiiip Partnership with individual interest for management of 95% Mortgage at 11 1/2%
Personally liable property 25 Years (Nov. 1979)
Financially responsible for other
partners' payments
Mortgage taken on unit= Vote proportioned to
Inside of finished surfaces & share condo owners'
3. Condominium share of common elements association for
By physical Person management of
Person liable property
Mortgage taken on land & building Cooperative general RRAP (MaximW rental
by moral person= assembly assistance prograpi (RAP)
Corporation of which member is Elected admin. council 100% Mortgage 0- 2%
4. Cooperative shareholder and enant One memberone voten
Not personally liable Committees for selec- meta up gnts
Financially responsible for other tion, maintenance,Cailsuid (SQ
members' payments finance 50% Renovation costs
Minimal social share, no capitalization
ugMortgage taken on land & building Tenant representation RRAP (MaximiW/RAP
_ 5. Non-Profit by moral person (non-profit corp.) and participation in 100% Mortgage 2%
Tenant gets use of unit in management 35 Years
exchange for rent
50% Renovation costs
Mortgage taken on land & building
by physical person (landlord) 50% Renovation costs
6. Private by moral person (profit corp.)
Tenant gets use of unit in
exchange for rent
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DIFFERENT TYPES OF HOUSING COOPERATIVES
WITHOUT CAPITALIZATION
1) the simple rental:
(ancient model
in Quebec)
2) the cooperative rental:
(current model
in Quebec)
(proposed future model
in Quebec)
member contributes share, signs a
lease with the coop, has the right
to vote at the general assembly,
receives share when he leaves; has
slightly more rights than a tenant
because of his vote at the general
assembly;
a) member contributes small share, has
a right of occupancy as long as he
keeps his share, has the right to
vote at the general assembly, shares
the tasks of administration and man-
agement; receives share upon leaving;
Coop Housing Foundation of Canada
suggests indexation of social share
but not done in Quebec;
b) member contributes extra sum in addi-
tion to his share and rent, towards
a savings' fund: savings are given
back to her when she leaves; inter-
est is used towards coop net, capi-
tal is not touched, new tenant pays
only share to enter coop; coops to-
gether form bank, increase capital,
reduce dependancy on subsidies;
WITH CAPITALIZATION
c) member contributes substantial sum
( > 1,000) toward the downpayment to
reduce loan on remainder of cost,
therefore reducing rent; new member
has to pay amount of deposit to the
member;
d) member can loan capital to the coop-
erative, who can reimburse him
through a second mortgage; continues
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(American model)
(Swedish model)
to be reimbursed after he leaves;
new tenant pays only his share;
e) coop considers part or total of mem-
ber's monthly payments as debt ser-
vice; upon leaving, membergets back
his pro-rated part of the capital
paid on the mortgage; as returns on
his shares and not as part of cap-
ital; (coop remains owner) for this,
coop can internally equalize the cap-
ital/interest ration of its debt ser-
vice payments, so first members are
not at a disadvantage compared to
later ones; new entering members pay
a share of capital, or coop pays from
reserves or takes a second mortgage
to pay leaving members;
f) member pays his shares; upon leaving,
his right of occupancy is sold at
market value; new member finances
this cost through a lending institu-
tion against his right of occupancy;
negociations free between seller and
buyer; coop remains owner;
COOPERATIVE CONDOMIN IUM
(French model)
g) social shares are equal to the cost
of the unit; member pays monthly for
the length of the mortgage; coop is
owner; at the end of the mortgage
term only, member owns unit.
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Map #14: Children Age 0-14 (1976)
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186
187
RC 1r
unifamiliale/single family
3670 sainte-famille
RC + ler = 167m2
date: 1895 -1900
0 Sm
188
grand duplex/large duplex
3655 -57 jeanne-mance
RC +1er a 125m 2 , 2e+ 3e=129m2
date: 1885-90 RC
0 p 5m
189
petit duplex/small duplex
3674 parc
RC=84m2 , 1er=87m2
date: 1895-1900
0 5m
RC
190
grand triplex/large triplex
3711-15 jeanne-mance
RC=128m2, 1er=120m2, 2 e=126m2
date: 1905-10
0o5rm
I I
191
RC
petit triplex/small triplex
3649-51-53 jeanne-mance
RC = 57m2 , 1er 51M 2, 2 9= 57M2
date: 1905-10
0 5m
1., 2e
192
appartements/apartments
3510 jeanne-mance
11 app./apt., 19 m2 A/to 57m2
date: 1885-90
etage typique
typical floor
0 5m
appartements/apartments
3739 hutchison
RC =119 m2, ler & 2 e=4app./apt., 62 m2
date:1925
0 5m
studios (transformation)
3565 jeanne-mance
33 studios, 17M2 afto 35m2
date: 1910-15
0 5m
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etage typique
typical floor
195
ler 2e
maison de chambres/rooming house
3596 sainte-famile-
7 chambres/rooms, 13m 2 a/to 18m 2
date: 1870 -75
0 5m
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